MEETING OF THE LIVERPOOL CITY REGION
TRANSPORT COMMITTEE

To:

The Members of the Liverpool City Region
Transport Committee

Dear Member,
You are requested to attend a meeting of the Liverpool City Region Combined
Authority to be held on Thursday 10th October, 2019 at 2.00 pm in the
Authority Chamber - No.1 Mann Island, Liverpool, L3 1BP.
If you have any queries regarding this meeting, please contact Charles Yankiah
on telephone number (0151) 330 1079.
Yours faithfully

Chief Executive
WEBCASTING NOTICE
This meeting will be filmed by the Combined Authority for live and/or
subsequent broadcast on the Combined Authority’s website. The whole of the
meeting will be filmed, except where there are confidential or exempt items.
If you do not wish to have your image captured or if you have any queries
regarding the webcasting of the meeting please contact the Democratic
Services
Officer
on
the
above
number
or
email
democratic.services@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk
A Fair Processing Notice is available on the Combined Authority’s website at
https://www.liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk/wp-content/uploads/Fair-ProcessingNotice-CA-Meeting-Video-Recording.pdf

(Established pursuant to section 103 of the Local Democracy, Economic Development
and Construction Act 2009 as the Halton, Knowsley, Liverpool, St Helens, Sefton
and Wirral Combined Authority)

TRANSPORT COMMITTEE
AGENDA

1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

3.

MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
To consider the draft minutes of the last meeting of the Transport
Committee held on 12th September 2019.
(Pages 1 - 14)

4.

PRESENTATION - TRANSPENNINE EXPRESS
To receive a presentation from Lucja Majewski, Regional Development
Manager, Transpennine Express.

5.

QUARTERLY BUS UPDATE
To consider this report which provides an update to Merseytravel on key
bus issues relating to the second quarter of 2019/2020.
(Pages 15 - 24)

6.

MERSEY TUNNELS LONG TERM OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE
STRATEGY
To consider this report which sets out a draft Mersey Tunnels Long Term
Operations and Maintenance Strategy.
(Pages 25 – 74)

7.

MULTI OPERATOR TICKETING SCHEME - PRODUCT AND PRICING
UPDATE AND PROPOSALS
To consider this report which provides the Committee with information
relating to specific scheme arrangements, product and price changes for
all Merseytravel Multi Operator and Multi Modal pre-paid tickets.
(Pages 75 - 80)

8.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME
Members of the public will be given the opportunity to ask questions which
have been submitted in accordance with Meetings Standing Orders No.
11.
A period of 30 minutes will be allocated for this item and copies of valid
questions will be circulated at the meeting.
Members of the public who wish to submit questions are asked to contact
Democratic Services by either:
Email: democratic.services@liverpoolcity region-ca.gov.uk
Telephone: 0151 330 1086
In writing: Democratic Services, LCR Combined Authority, No.1 Mann
Island, PO Box 1976, Liverpool, L69 3HN
A pro-forma will be supplied which, for this meeting must be returned by
5.00pm on Monday 7th October 2019. In this respect, return details are set
out in the pro-forma.

9.

PETITIONS AND STATEMENTS
Members of the public will be given the opportunity to submit a single
petition or statement in accordance with Meetings Standing Orders No. 11.
Members of the Public who wish to submit a single petition or statement
are asked to contact Democratic Services by either:
Email: democratic.services@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk
Telephone: 0151 330 1086
In writing: Democratic Services, LCR Combined Authority, No.1 Mann
Island, PO Box 1976, Liverpool, L69 3HN
All petitions and statements for this meeting should be submitted to
Merseytravel, using the contact details above, by 5.00pm on Monday 7 th
October 2019.

10. ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS APPROVED BY THE CHAIR
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Agenda Item 3
TRANSPORT COMMITTEE
12 September 2019

Present:

26.

Councillors L Robinson, Chair, G Friel, Deputy Chair, P Cleary,
J Dodd, S Foulkes, A Jones, N Killen, A Lavelle, M O'Mara OBE,
K McGlashan, P McKinley, L Mooney, N Nicholas, G Philbin,
C Rowe, J Stockton, H Thompson, M Uddin, J Williams and
F Wynn

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies for absence were received from Councillors Harry Howard, Paul
Hayes, Paul Pritchard and John Wiseman.

27.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

Councillor Jerry Williams declared a personal interest in Item 6 – Liverpool
City Region Local Cycling and Walking Infrastructure Plan by virtue of being a
runner.

28.

MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING

RESOLVED that the minutes of the last meeting of the Transport Committee
held on 18th July 2019, be approved as a correct record.

29.

PRESENTATION - WEST MIDLANDS TRAINS (LONDON NW)

The Committee received a presentation report from Mr Chaudhry-van der
Velde in relation to West Midlands Trains.
Members raised the following: Councillor Helen Thompson enquired about West Midlands Trains approach
to planning for special events, special stops and special occasions to assist
with capacity in comparison to other operators.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde informed the Committee that an event planning
group already existed within West Midlands Trains and is managed by one of
the Directors who is currently looking at planned events and advanced
preparation and he would be happy to communicate back to the group any
specific concerns.
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Councillor Nina Killen enquired about cleaning concerns with the new trains
and if tanking arrangements and disability access had been considered with
the Japanese partners.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde spoke about the new timetable and introducing
more places to empty and refill tanks along the routes including mobile
emptying machines at Liverpool Lime Street. He also stated that all fleets will
be changed and are being improved in terms of disability access.
Councillor Nathalie Nicholas enquired about the date for the delivery of the
new trains along the Liverpool routes and if any consideration had been given
to working with the LCR Combined Authority to offer free travel for University
students.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde informed the Committee that the possible date
would be May 2020, but it is a challenge to make that delivery date given the
number of smaller stations to be served. He also stated that West Midlands
Trains have a community scheme for students attending open days etc, and
would be happy to work with the Combined Authority and look at sharing in
the scheme.
Councillor John Stockton enquired about the HS2 line and the potential
Government delays and the benefits and impact on West Midlands Trains and
having had a presentation from the Sight Impaired Council about issues
facing commuters, he wanted to know what West Midlands Trains were doing
about accessibility.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde informed the Committee that he knew as much as
everyone else and had no inside knowledge about HS2, but would be
pressing for the platform sacrifices made at Euston to be restored in light of
the delays to HS2. He also stated that additional measures are being put in
place for sight impaired customers along the routes e.g. Wolverhampton
Station with training for all staff being rolled out across the organisation.
Councillor Linda Mooney asked if West Midlands Trains would consider long
journeys and compromising less stops and higher prices for quicker journeys
in comparison to more stops, lower prices and longer journey times.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde informed the Board that rolling timetables are not
flexible and the operator has to serve the smaller stations along the routes.
He stated that the May 2020 timetable planning will be looked into, but will be
limited to the infrastructure and timetabling and the franchise agreements
does require stopping at those smaller stations.
Councillor Mancyia Uddin enquired about whether West Midlands Trains
would investigate the services along the Chats Moss and Earlestown lines
along the west coast routes to Birmingham which would benefit residents.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde informed the Committee that the way franchises
work it was very limited in terms of the geography and at the moment West
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Midlands Trains could not serve any stations along the Chats Moss line in this
franchise, but that there may be other ways to deliver along the west coast.
Councillor Gordon Friel spoke about the pricing structure and the cheaper
fares for longer journey times but enquired about the longer journey times and
advance bookings in comparison to the walk on/walk off pricing structure and
wanted to know about the passenger demands and needs in terms of the
business model.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde stated that all of the pricing was not perfect, but
had a team that looked at advance and walk-up fares and the competition by
trying to balance it.
Councillor Anthony Lavelle enquired about the free travel for students at
University and if any consideration had been given to parents who couldn‟t
afford to travel with their children.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde spoke about his organisation trying to encourage
sections of society to use the trains but were limited as they were a private
sector entity with financial sustainable policies. He stated that they were
looking at options that would provide knowledge for the higher education offer
and work being done with stakeholders and communities to look at future
options.
Councillor Allan Jones enquired about the Chats Moss line and previous route
arrangements along the Newton Le Willows to London routes and suggested
if the route to London could be looked at again to be re-introduced.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde spoke about the agreement with Government and
the routes currently operated. However, the route identified was only serviced
by the inner city trains.
Councillor Liam Robinson enquired about the reopening of Ditton Station in
Halton that related to the recent developments in the area, but was limited to
the number of trains that would call there and whether London Northwest
would be interested in stopping at the re-opened station.
Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde reported that the station was not on the radar of
the organisation at the moment, but had a team that looked at developments
and prospects and would communicate that information.
RESOLVED that the Transport Committee notes the contents of the
presentation and thanked Mr Chaudhry-van der Velde for his attendance and
for answering the questions.
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30.

MERSEYTRAVEL QUARTER ONE FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
REPORT

The Committee considered a report from Sarah Johnston, Head of Finance
relating to Quarter 1 of the Merseytravel Financial Performance Report.
Members raised the following questions –
 What was the „third party‟ payments referenced in Appendix A of the
report?
 What were the risks identified in paragraph 3.13 of the report referring to in
relation to the reserves?
 Is the Combined Authority preparing for all the „what if‟ scenarios and risk
relating to Brexit?
 In relation to the equality and diversity implications, why are no risks
identified within the report?
 It is a more user friendly report
 In Appendix A, Bus Services, an overspend is identified on total premises,
what does this relate to?
 Reference to the reserve position, should the report also reflect that the
Combined Authority are also looking at income generation?
 In relation to the medium term financial plan for the Combined Authority, is
it being made more difficult with some of the spending reviews and Brexit
discussions?
Sarah Johnston informed the Committee that „third party‟ payments was a
terminology used over a number of years that reflected payments made to
„third party‟ organisations e.g. concessionary payments from Merseytravel
made to third party operators e.g. Arriva and Stagecoach. She also stated that
any increase in requirements put on Merseytravel would need to be funded
through the reserves to the extent that other funding to support this activity
was not available. Within the budget setting there is a risk analysis process
which was set in February 2019 and it was factored in and will also be part of
the budget process plans for 2020/21. Sarah Johnston also reported to the
Committee that although there are risks identified for Quarter 1, there are no
risks identified for equalities and diversity in Quarter 1, but this would be
factored into the budget setting process. She stated that as part of the budget
setting how income could be generated is also looked at and it is not just a
„budget cutting‟ mentality. Sarah Johnston clarified that the funding
mechanism for a Transport Authority differs to that regime that exist for Local
Authorities as Merseytravel, as the Transport Authority receives its funding
predominantly through the Combined Authority not through direct government
grants and local taxation.
Councillor Steve Foulkes spoke about the budget outline being good in
comparison to recent years but it is proving difficult including the Special Rail
Grants (SRG) and the Combined Authority cannot keep absorbing the SRG, it
should be shared with the Combined Authority, the Local Authorities and
operators. He also thanked Sarah Johnston and her team for responding to
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members feedback regarding the contents of the report and responding to the
issues raised.
The Chair, Councillor Robinson commented that regarding the SRG, it has
been raised previously.
Councillor John Stockton enquired about the earlier reference made to the
„third party‟ overspend and if it could be explained.
Sarah Johnston informed the Committee that it was classified as a „third party‟
payout and it was the equivalent to contracted amounts paid to Merseyrail
which would be shown as an overspend to the extent that these exceeded the
SRG grant that was shown in the Rail services budget. As the funding to
cover the shortfall is coming from reserves which are shown below net cost of
services, there will always be an overspend at that level.
Councillor Gordon Friel spoke about the problems with Local Authorities and
enquired if there would be any additional funding from the levy in future?
Sarah Johnston stated that the levy is set by the Combined Authority and any
increase to the levy would be set by the Combined Authority.
The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson commented that austerity has not ended
and most Local Authorities are in difficult financial positions. The report is
transparent and honest, but the financial nightmare exists not just as a
Combined Authority, but also to the 6 neighbouring Local Authorities.
RESOLVED that the Transport Committee: a) notes the contents of the report; and
b) requests further information be communicated to the Committee relating to
page 19, Appendix A of the report regarding the overspend identified on
total premises within the Bus Service budget lines.

31.

LIVERPOOL CITY REGION LOCAL CYCLING AND WALKING
INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN

The Committee considered a report from John Smith that highlighted the key
issues identified for consideration in any future funding programmes.
Members enquired about the following:  Why has the East Lancashire Road (Haydock to Liverpool route) been
identified as one of the cycling and walking routes when it is a very busy
road with traffic due to increase over the next few years which will
contribute to the increase in pollution and would have an adverse effect
on cyclists and walkers.
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The use of the phrase „cycling and walking‟ is not an inclusive statement
and excludes „runners‟ and „horse-riders‟ who also use those paths. The
statement does not include the 40% of other people along the routes.
Footpaths and cycling paths are being used by heavy duty utility vehicles
in the Bebington area (in the vicinity of the Wrexham route), to maintain
drainage and electrical services along the train routes and are damaging
the pathways.
Maintenance of the footpaths and horse-paths are a concern as there is no
maintenance programme.
The Government has indicated their interest and ambitions in the
programme, but have the Government given any commitment in terms of
investment into the programme yet?
The equality and diversity implications don‟t highlight anything in the
report, but there are concerns about speed limits of cyclists along the
paths and visually impaired people crossing the paths and not being
protected.
There are no methods to identify bicycles or those committing offences
along the routes, how will the offenders be brought to justice?
Has any consideration been given to improving the safety issues for
cyclists and how much thought has gone into the plans for the
infrastructure preparation to keep the cyclists and walkers safe?
Thank the officer team for the initiative, as it is quite crucial to address the
climate change, getting people out and about, reducing carbon emissions
and improving healthy lifestyles for residents.
The plan needs to be a bit clearer with identifying the connectivity between
the existing routes and the new cycling network.
In the plan there are references to the poor quality of existing cycle lanes
due for upgrades and refurbishment, so it tells us where the money will be
spent, but we need to look at the London example where they are taking
from the car traffic flow and giving it to cycle lanes.
Concerns around the funding to Liverpool from Government of £16.7m in
comparison to Manchester of £160m for cycling.
The network is not really comprehensive, as it creates segregated cycling,
but the traffic needs to be slowed down.
Should not be trying to improve the traffic flow, which is out of sync with
what the programme suggests, but should be slowing the traffic down.
Need to look at the other European Cities and slow the traffic down, which
causes people to shift from cars to public transport, walking and cycling
etc.
There are no processes in place to measure the carbon emissions and
carbon reductions relating to the impact.
The carbon emission links information to be circulated to members.

John Smith responded to members as follows:  There is a huge bio-diversity element involved in building the infrastructure
which can mitigate the wider carbon emission issues.
 The cycling and walking routes would not be put directly next to the
roadways along the East Lancashire Road, but would be an entirely
segregated off-road route.
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Inclusivity concerns would be taken on board, but it is a DfT title and within
the text of the document the terminologies can be referred to and be more
inclusive.
Maintenance concerns along the routes would also be looked at including
how it would be done in the future.
There is an opportunity locally through the Transforming Cities Fund to
fund projects and ambitions with the cycling and walking networks.
The Combined Authority are also working with Sustrans and Living Streets
to lobby Government for further resources to support the programme.
It is a LCR Walking and Cycling Infrastructure Plan at the moment that has
been submitted to the Committee, so there are no implications at the
moment.
Once the programme is prepared in detail then the concerns and issues
raised would be considered and training will be provided to the those
engineers (Better by Design Course) implementing the infrastructure which
will prepare them for what needs to be done and taken into account.
Cyclists and walkers safety is a number one consideration and from
feedback from the survey done last year, people wanted a network that
was safe and looked safe and it is the guiding principle moving forward.
Two key tool kits are currently being used relating to the cycle routes,
“Propensity Cycle Toolkit” and the “Active Modes Appraisal Toolkit”, once
plugged in with all the corridors and network information it produces the
carbon reduction information and provides congestion benefits etc.
The information in the plan is not explicit as a public facing document, but
the information is available upon request if needed.
The delivery of the walking and cycling routes often involved removing
footway to fit cycle lanes in to the detriment of walkers. In order to deliver
the routes set out in the document, road space may need to be reallocated away from cars to bike riders and walkers.

The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson commented that as a regular user of a
bicycle, it is a brilliant document, with strong evidence demonstrated by the
tools available to the users.
RESOLVED that the Transport Committee notes the contents of the report
and John Smith and the team be thanked for the work.

32.

PROVISION OF INFORMATION

The Committee considered a report relating to the Provision of Customer
Information.
Councillor Gordon Friel moved the following amendment, which was
seconded by Councillor Liam Robinson: “That at the beginning of paragraph 2.1 in the report, the following
recommendation be inserted:
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a) Senior officers to ensure that the provision is made in Merseytravel Hubs
for information, such as timetables, to be printed on demand if requested
by a customer and that this policy is understood by the staff at each of the
Hubs.”
A vote was taken and the amendment was agreed unanimously.
RESOLVED that the Transport Committee agree the amended
recommendations as follows:
(a) Senior officers to ensure that the provision is made in Merseytravel Hubs
for information, such as timetables, to be printed on demand if requested
by a customer and that this policy is understood by the staff at each of the
Hubs;
(b) Endorse a revised approach to the provision of information for public
transport users across Merseyside, with a focus on the principle of “go
digital” and supported in bus stations by a strategy to improve real time
information provision. This will be supported by a marketing and
engagement campaign;
(c) Note the intention to immediately remove bus timetable leaflets from the
majority of other non–Merseytravel outlets across Merseyside. Exceptions
to this would apply where a Merseytravel outlet is not present in an urban
centre (See Appendix 3) ;
(d) Note that at locations that do retain bus timetable leaflets there will be a
limited choice of timetables available for a period of 6 months whilst we
further engage with stakeholders and the public regarding the removal of
all paper bus timetable leaflets and promote the digital alternatives
available;
(e) Endorse the development of “tube-style” network maps, following a
successful trial through the Bus Alliance, to support a clearer
understanding of the bus network. The target for this would be online and
at stop / in station; and
(f) Note that the recommendations will be reviewed after 6 months and, if
required, further alternative information provision will be developed to
mitigate the impact of the removal of all bus related paper products at the
end of that period.

33.

AIR QUALITY TASK FORCE

The Committee received a verbal update from Huw Jenkins, Lead Officer,
Transport Policy relating to the Air Quality Action Plan who described the
following: -
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Background relating to the Overview and Scrutiny Committee Air Quality
review and the recommendations that were endorsed by the Combined
Authority.
The Air Quality Task Force being established as a result of the
recommendations, with an Action Plan to take forward.
The first meeting being held in March 2019 which involved all of the Local
Authorities, officers and external bodies including technical and strategic
officers with lead members.
The Task Force has been looking at the mandated work in Liverpool, as
part of the task DEFRA has given to Liverpool City Council regarding the
poor air quality across the City.
The Task Force has also looked at the wider area of the City Region and
supporting Liverpool City Council and that the objectives.
An Action Plan is being drafted and will be submitted to the next meeting
of the Transport Committee in November 2019.

The Chair, Councillor Liam Robinson commented that he has been pleased
with the process to date and the involvement of all 6 Local Authorities which
has been good and credible. He commented that a document is being pulled
together at the moment and will be circulated to all the Local Authorities, the
Combined Authority and the Transport Committee as well for input.
Members enquired about the following:  Has consideration been given to sea-going vessels which produce the
worst sort of emissions and given the City is a port with a Cruise Liner
terminal and ferries, would this be included?
 All sorts of air quality is now being identified with diseases etc including
Alzheimers which is the latest to be associated with air quality in the
medical areas.
 Prior to the Industrial Revolution, parts per million for carbon was 280
parts per million, today it is 415 parts per million, as a consequence of the
planet heating up, with ice melting at both ends of planet, we are all going
to be affected by it, so no matter how small it is we need to contribute to
climate change.
 Consideration should be given to the constant measuring of success
through the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) which is mainly the cause of
the climate change.
 There needs to be some way to find a safe space and not just keep going
for growth and measure it another way.
 How much non-exhaust emissions are produced in the region.
It is a much needed update and it should not be taken lightly in terms of
the impact for air quality on the communities and the NHS and hospitals.
Huw Jenkins responded to the Committee as follows:  The issue relating to sea-going vessels was raised during the Overview
and Scrutiny Committee review last year.
 The shipping emissions are part of the cities background emissions, it is
not bad enough to trigger the air quality management areas.
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The region‟s emissions are triggered mainly by road traffic and haulage
vehicles and heavy goods vehicles.
At a National level DEFRA is mainly concerned with Nitrogen Dioxide with
Liverpool City Council being tasked to reduce this in the City.
Data is collected by the Local Authorities and can be broken down.

RESOLVED that the Transport Committee notes the verbal update.

34.

PUBLIC QUESTION TIME

The Committee received seven questions from members of the public as
follows: Mr Jim Harkin
Question 1
Please advise the annual Non Exhaust Emissions (NEE) tonnage figure per
route mile from buses used when calculating how clean the transport corridor
air is along the bus route, and its compliance with WHO air quality minima.
Question 2
If not used why not? NB The report was published in July 2019 and can be
found at https://www.applrguk.co.uk/media/files/LR-Applrg-Non-ExhaustEmissions-from-Road-Traffic-Air-Quality-Expert-Group-Jul-2019pdf
The Chair informed Mr Harkin that a formal response would be provided
within 10 working days.

Mr Andrew Wennell
Question 1
Most of the local train stations for Merseyrail have lifts, stairs & some also
have escalators. Now this occurs to me almost every time I use the Wirral line
at Liverpool Lime Street. So my question is, why did they take out one of the
escalators & replace it with steps within the original housing where the old
escalator was, so we have an escalator to go up from the platform but no
escalator to go down to the platform.
Question 2
So why are they talking about withdrawing the X5 between Liverpool One and
the Widnes route.
Now where do we start both 79C & 500 take over 1 hr to get between the
same places as they have longer and slower routes. When it first started a
few years ago it was to be a quicker alternative with a lot more comfort than
the other buses it even had a coach on this route for a time. So my
question is if this route is so good why are you thinking about withdrawing it
from service.
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The Chair informed Mr Wennell that a formal response would be
provided within 10 working days.

In the absence of Ms Carroll, the following question was read by the Chair,
Councillor Liam Robinson
Question 1
I am the Member of UK Youth Parliament for Liverpool. I live and go to school
in the Liverpool City Region. Recognising that young people aged 16-17 are
obliged in Mersey travel to pay full adult fares to travel to school/ college
before 9:30am (when the day saver then becomes available for £2.60) and
that the term time tickets whilst good value are much too expensive for many
families to afford to pay at once, is there a way to either extend the time frame
on the day saver or allow these children to pay the fee representative of their
age group as they are not adults? Also bearing in mind the possibility of
sponsorship such as JD‟s help with the Manchester “Our Pass”. The
constituents that I represent believe that these possibilities need to be
considered as the removal of the travel barrier would open up many
opportunities for them, especially in education, not to mention employment
and leisure.
The Chair informed the Committee that a formal response would be
provided within 10 working days.

Ms Pamela Hanson
Question 1
I would like an explanation of why when passengers buy an Arriva four weekly
M-ticket on their phones that this is not valid on Stagecoach, when the day
and the weekly ones are?
Question 2
Why is it taking so long for the Silver Jubilee Bridge to be re-opened? It was
meant to open December 2018, then Summer of 2019 and now apparently it
is going to be Summer 2020.
The Chair informed Ms Hanson that a formal response would be
provided within 10 working days.

35.

PETITIONS AND STATEMENTS

The Chair advised the Committee that the following statement had
been received from Parish Councillor David Hawley.
Parish Councillor David Hawley was in attendance and was provided with the
opportunity to read his statement to the Committee as follows: -
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The residents of New Bold, Bold and Burtonwood have had the 141 Bus
Service reduced to run every 2 hours since May 2019. This service will be
replaced fully by another bus the 39, which will mean the commute from Bold
to St Helens Town centre will increase from 15 minutes to approximately 45
minutes due to the increased stops and change of route. This new route is not
only not regular enough but is too long a journey. This change is impacting on
the non drivers, children, elderly and less mobile residents in our community.
It also impacts on visitors - relatives and friends of residents or non-drivers
who may want to visit the surrounding area such as Bold Forest and Colliers
Moss Country Park. Some of our vulnerable residents are now missing out on
visits from their friends and relations due to the fact that they can not easily
get to our estate.
It is having an impact on the environment too with more cars having to be
used – to either pick up children from school, go shopping or commute to
work. In a world where we are choosing to be "green" we are finding there is
no choice but to use either our own cars or taxi's - which can be very
expensive if you have to rely on these every day!
The new bus timetable is completely out of sync with the school day. Some of
our children are taking the school bus at the end of the day to surrounding
areas, such as Burtonwood. They then have the choice to either walk 2 miles
up Gorsey Lane, where there is no public pathway, or across Wheatacre
Wood (which in the winter months is dark and remote and really not advisable
for anyone to walk alone). Or finally just wait for up to 2 hours until the bus is
due. Is this really what we want for our children? No, we'd like them to be
able to get home from school in a reasonable time in a safe environment.
Elderly people with bus passes are also struggling. Hattons travel have being
operating the service over the last 12 months and the bus is not turning up.
Drivers have said this the first service to be pulled if they are sort of drivers
problems or breakdowns is 141.
This give an untrue passenger figures numbers using the bus, People have to
look for alternative ways to get to their destinations as this service has
become unreliable.
Every other area in St Helens has multiple regular buses every hour, with the
ability to reach town, catch a connecting bus or get transport to the railways.
The residents of New Bold and Bold are not being looked after with public
transport and we feel it is very unfair. We should be entitled to the same
service as everyone else in the borough and have a regular bus for our
community. We have a petition ongoing with over 500 signatures so far and
this is growing by the day.
The Chair advised Parish Councillor Hawley that a formal written response
would be provided to him within 10 working days following the meeting.
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36.

ANY OTHER URGENT BUSINESS APPROVED BY THE CHAIR

There was no urgent business.

Chair of the Transport Committee
(The meeting closed at 4.15 pm)
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Agenda Item 5
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY

To:

The Chair and Members of the Transport Committee

Meeting:

10 October 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No

REPORT OF MERSEYTRAVEL
QUARTERLY BUS REPORT

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT

1.1

The purpose of this report is to update Members of the Transport Committee on key
bus issues relating to the second quarter of 2019/2020.

1.2

Specifically, the report will provide Members with information on Bus Alliance
Patronage figures, progress to deliver the Bus Alliance Business and investment
plan in the second quarter of 2019/20, progress on developing the commitment of
the LCR Devolution Deal in respect of improving bus services and other key
deliverables of the Bus Team.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is recommended that the Transport Committee note the contents of the report.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1.

Increases in Patronage through Bus Alliance interventions
3.1.1 The original target (2013/14 baseline year) to grow fare paying patronage by
10% has been exceeded, with new targets of 20% up to April 2020.
3.1.2 9% growth in fare paying patronage year on year (2017/18 vs. 2018/19), has
been witnessed which bucks the national trend in bus patronage.
3.1.3 For the first time, adult patronage increase is now driving overall growth with
over 150 million bus journeys are now made in LCR.
3.1.4 Patronage figures for Quarter One 2019/20 are in the process of being
collected and will be reported on once verified
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3.2

LCR Bus Alliance
3.2.1 The LCR Bus Alliance 2019/20 Business and Investment Plan was
completed and approved in Quarter four 2018/19 and is now being delivered.
3.2.2 The milestones and Key Performance indicators of the LCR Bus Alliance are
laid out on the Performance Management framework 2019/2020, along with
the 2019/20 investment plan.
3.2.3 In quarter two of 2019/20, the following milestones have been completed or
there has been significant progress made:
(a)

Green Bus Routes - Consultants Waterman Infrastructure &
Environment Ltd have been appointed to lead on the development of
interventions and options along key corridors in the Liverpool City
Region as part of buses ask to the Transforming Cities Fund. Work
has already begun on reviewing issues along the route, engaging with
stakeholders and suggesting potential options for guaranteeing
punctuality and reliability and improving the bus offer. Commonplace
– a digital engagement platform – has been created and launched to
engage both users and non-users of buses in the Liverpool City
Region.

(b)

One hundred per cent of buses in the Liverpool City Region are now
able to take contactless payments with the installation of new ticket
machines on all commercial and supported services buses. Initial
uptake has been positive and continues to rise, further information
provided in point 3.4.1

(c)

The Customer Growth and Development Workstream have developed
and agreed the Better by Bus campaign brief for 2019/20, with
activities to be delivered under a “We cannot wait to tackle climate
change” theme. The creative material is currently under development
and the campaign theme is supportive of 2019 being the year of the
environment and commitments to support the Clean Air Agenda and
reduce CO2 Emissions across the city region.

(d)

Better By Bus ran a week-long campaign in September to raise
awareness of International Car Free Day and catching the bus as an
alternative to private car use. As part of the campaign, a fifty per cent
off discount code was activated on Stagecoach and Arriva's M-Ticket
apps for people to try the bus for less on Car Free Day itself.
Altogether 23 discount codes were activated, while the
accompanying social media campaign generated 414 thousand
impressions, 149 engagements and 507 website clicks, along with
nine press mentions
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(e)

Work is progressing with planning and implementing the Bus
Rerouting Strategy as part of the LCC Connectivity (LCCC)
Programme. The City Centre Bus Hub is due for completion later in
2019 along with works on Duke Street to enable an increase in bus
movements being completed alongside this timescale. Changes to
route plans will be introduced in January 2020.

(f)

The Opportunity to Comment on the Bus Re-routing Strategy as part
of the LCCC works commenced on 18 Jun and closed on 2 August.
Merseytravel are currently reviewing the options alongside Liverpool
City Council and the bus operators, with an update to be provided in
quarter three.

(g)

The second phase of consultation for the Sefton Network review
commenced in early June with and changes implemented on 1
September 2019. The majority of services were maintained on a like
for like basis, but there were some minor timing changes and some
changes in Operator on Merseytravel services. The following key
changes were made to supported and commercial services (these
were consulted on as part of the Network Review process);
(i)

Maghull Circulars: Service 34/34A will be withdrawn following
the opening of Maghull North Station. A new peak time 32A
service will be introduced creating a new link to Maghull
Station. The evening & Sunday provision will be streamlined
with journeys introduced on the 32/33 route.

(ii)

Cumfybus service 15A: Journeys will be routed – still serving
Birkdale but from Southport Town Centre will then operate via
Walnut Street (an area that Arriva are withdrawing from) to
Southport Hospital and then round the Kew Estate (a
residential area that has been without a bus service for a
number of years.

(iii)

Arriva service 44: Journeys to Formby are unchanged, but the
other journeys will no longer serve Walnut Street. This area will
instead be served by the re-routed Cumfybus 15A.

(iv)

Arriva service 46/46A: Service 46 is increased from every 30 to
every 20 minutes, however the 46A will be withdrawn, meaning
no service to High Park.

(v)

Arriva service 54: Journeys will no longer operate via Crosby,
Islington.

(vi)

Service 133: Journeys will be provided by Huyton Travel rather
than Hatton‟s

(vii)

Service 144: Journeys will no longer operate through to
Magdalene Square. The time that this saves will help to
improve punctuality and reliability.
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(viii)

3.2.4

3.3

It is anticipated that the majority of the review will be received
positively, though the withdrawl of the 46A from High Park is
likely to cause some concern.

A date of Wednesday 25 September has been set to begin the 2020/21
Business Plan development for the Bus Alliance, with further information to
follow on interventions agree in next quarter‟s report

The LCR Devolution Deal – alternative delivery model for bus
3.3.1 The conclusions of the Strategic Outline Case and progression to the OBC
were recommended for approval by Merseytravel and the Transport
Committee on 28 February and 5 April 2018 respectively, and then endorsed
by LCRCA on the 20 April 2018. The development of the OBC commenced
in September 2018.
3.3.2 In Quarter one, the data provided by bus operators in the LCR was analysed
to understand the operational costs and revenues associated with running
bus services in the LCR. The analysis of operator data confirmed previous
assumptions made on a need for intervention, meaning that one of three
options identified should be implemented.
3.3.3 Building on the achievements of the LCR Bus Alliance, an updated vision for
bus has been developed which intends to tackle issues identified by
customers, further support the aims of the Bus Strategy, capture new
innovations and technology in the sector and region, and better recognises
the important role of bus services in improving air quality through greener
buses and modal shift from car. This vision for bus was approved by the
Liverpool City Region Combined Authority in July 2019 and sets out the
following objectives:
(a)

Hours of bus operation should be increased, with services running
across the network between 0500 and 0000, and on core bus
corridors 24 hours a day;

(b)

A service frequency principle adopted, setting out improvements in
bus frequency in the early morning, evening and weekend, and setting
a minimum frequency of one bus per hour on all routes between 0500
and 0000;

(c)

Based on existing services, these changes would increase overall bus
operation by approximately 25%;

(d)

A city-region wide fare zone(s);

(e)

The development of a framework for ticketing;

(f)

The availability of “short-hop” and “hoppa” tickets;

(g)

Account-based contactless, mobile and smart ticketing and the
removal of cash as far as possible in order to speed up boarding
times;
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(h)

The availability of good value multi-operator and multi-modal tickets;

(i)

Fare capping;

(j)

Bus fares rises pegged to inflation;

(k)

The retention of the enhanced concessionary travel scheme;

(l)

One brand for the City Region‟s bus network, linked to a wider
transport brand and identity;

(m)

Phasing in of zero/ultra-low emission buses including ultra-low
emission Euro 6, electric and hydrogen powered buses;

(n)

Real time on board passenger information, added to USB charging
and Wi-Fi as standard features of buses in the LCR; and

(o)

Adopting the principle of new rolling stock for the local rail network,
bus interiors and layout to be designed in conjunction with bus users.

3.3.4 The focus in quarter two has been options assessment and strategy
development – particularly in relation to network, fleet and ticketing – which
the alternative delivery models of franchising and enhanced partnerships will
be assessed against. A series of meetings to discuss Enhanced
Partnerships with all bus operators across the LCR have been planned for
October 2019.
3.3.5 It is the intention for a preferred option to be identified in 2020.
3.4

Other key work areas and achievements
3.4.1 ETM Roll out
The roll out of the new Electronic Ticket Machine (ETM) to all smaller
operators was completed as per the project timetable deadline of 31 July
2019. Coupled with Arriva going 100 per cent contactless in quarter one, this
has enabled the opportunity for 100 per cent contactless payment across the
whole of the Liverpool City Region Bus Network. Initial uptake has been
positive with the total EMV (Electronic MasterCard and Visa) sales on bus
across supported services LCR network reaching 8.28% of all transactions,
within its first week, this has been followed by a week on week rise, with the
total for the first month reported at 11.67%. Within the same period, Arriva
have seen around a 20 per cent uptake in contactless payments and
Stagecoach are at 22, as of the end of August 2019. Contactless uptake as a
percentage of transactions is now being tracked at a KPI
In addition to the project, the bus team are looking to add a further operator,
Warrington‟s Own Buses to the project.
3.4.2 RTI Punctuality and Reliability
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RTI System Accuracy has improved dramatically since the installation and
roll out of the new ETMs. The early aggregate percentage for August stands
at 95.3% accuracy for the LCR
3.4.3 Tendering
A new innovative year-long Demand Responsive Travel (DRT) trial has been
introduced in the Speke area in September 2019. LCRCA is working
alongside Arriva and introducing a Speke Click zone to replace the tendered
211 service. This will offer a better quality of service and reduced waiting
times for passengers.
After six months, bus operator Selwyn‟s is now fully embedded in the old
Avon depot and are preparing service for the new academic year on services
to serve Wirral schools. Officers have agreed a six weekly monitoring and
performance regime with the operator and will provide assistance with
operational issues. In quarter two a large proportion of the Selwyn‟s fleet has
been refurbished, ticket machines replaced and with assistance from Wirral
MBC, trees and vegetation, have been pruned and managed to reduce
potential damage to vehicles.
3.4.4 Engineering Audits
The tendering exercise for the procurement of another three years of
engineering audits has been completed with approval to be sought in
September 2019.
3.4.5 Roadmap to Zero Emissions
The Bus Team are currently collating data relating to operators fleets in order
to assess the network in terms of engine emissions and understand the work
required to meet future clean air targets. This will support the work of the
LCR Air Quality Task Force.
3.4.6 Travelsafe
Operation Mosca is a joint Merseytravel and Merseyside Police initiative run
through the Travelsafe scheme, which targets illegal parking by motorists in
bus stops and layover facilities that would otherwise create safety and
operational difficulties for the travelling public and bus drivers. The Scheme
uses children from local schools as with a mini court on a dedicated bus. A
magistrate is in session on each bus and drivers can be issues with fines and
/or warnings on the spot. The project has been running for two years and
plans for the next phase of operation Mosca have been completed and will
commence in September 2019.
Operation Banger is a long standing initiative which Travelsafe delivers in
partnership with bus operators and Merseyside Police to tackle antisocial
behaviour on and around the bus network during the week around
Halloween, a period where high levels of vandalism and Anti-Social
Behaviour are observed. The operation includes dedicated patrols and
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diversionary activities designed to keep passengers and drivers safe and to
reduce incidents on the network.
Also commencing in quarter two is Red Umbrella, a new project working with
Merpol and a local charity to tackle hate crime and improve the health and
wellbeing of communities in the Anfield Area.
3.4.7 Stops and Shelters Inspection Programme
The original trial has now been fully integrated into business as usual. The
team are now approaching a full six month data set for this survey
programme and from September the survey function will be increased to
audit roughly 60% of the stops and shelters infrastructure. The survey team
are currently mid-way through their Market Research accreditation training
which will expand the team‟s function further.
3.4.8 Customer Information
The Customer Information team were involved in the various consultations
relating to the changes to services as part of the Sefton Review, providing
optional timetables and mapping for discussion and highlighting the
consultations with information included at key bus stops displays along the
affected routes/across the affected areas.
August saw the completion of the various information strands relating to the
significant number of bus service changes over the weekend of 1st
September. This included pre-notice bus stop information displays for
services withdrawn or re-routed, inputting of all the timetable, route and stops
information into the corporate database, the compilation of bus timetable
leaflets for print and website and stop-specific bus stop timetable information
displays.
The Customer Information Manager also been attending Transport for the
North meetings and presentations relating to the introduction of Open Data in
early 2020 and other developments of an open data Service Disruption tool
and the first steps to look at the provision of comprehensive bus fare
information.
3.5

National Transport Awards 2019
LCRCA has been shortlisted for City Region Authority of the Year, the LCRCA Bus
Alliance has been shortlisted for three awards, these being; Improvements to Bus
Services, Transport Team/Partnership of the Year and Information & Marketing
initiative of the Year (Better by Bus). The winners will be announced at the NTA
presentation ceremony on 31 October 2019 in London.

3.6

Older tyre ban
Tyres older than 10 years could be banned from use on buses, coaches, lorries,
and minibuses from early 2020. This has followed on from the „Tyred‟ campaign
launched by Liverpool resident Frances Molloy following the tragic death of her son
in a coach crash in 2012. Proposals for the new rules have been consulted on
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since 23 June 2019 and both Merseytravel and the LCRCA have fully supported the
campaign.

4.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

4.1.

Financial
There are no financial implications resulting from this report.

4.2.

Human Resources
There are no human resources implications resulting from this report.

4.3.

Physical Assets
There are no implications for physical assets resulting from this report.

4.4.

Information Technology
There are no implications for information technology resulting from this report.

5.

RISKS AND MITIGATION

5.1

The Combined Authority‟s Programme Management Office ensures that
expenditure, milestones, risk and impact of each improvement that is delivered and
is outlined in the Performance Management Framework 2018/19, is measured,
monitored and reported.

5.2

The Alternative Delivery Options Business case process is led by an advisory team
of Addleshaw Goddard (lead), Price Waterhouse Cooper and Steer and managed
by a Governance structure lead by the Director of Resources.

5.3

To ensure compliance, the Legal and Procurement teams have been heavily
involved in the reform of the supported bus services contract and remain and
integral part of the procurement process.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
The equality and diversity implications of individual activities have been and will
continue to be fully considered as part of developing the Bus Alliance Investment
plans, bus service reviews and considerations as part of the Business Case for
alternative bus delivery models in alignment with the Bus Services Act 2017.

7.

PRIVATE IMPLICATIONS
There are no potential privacy implications as a result of this report.
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8.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

8.1

A communications plan to support City Centre Bus Routing is in place, which will
include bus operators and Liverpool City Council.

8.2

The LCR Bus Alliance has a joint communications strategy and the Bus Team
works closely with colleagues in Corporate Communications and Corporate
Engagement. Some of the items mentioned above have been subject to separate
communications.

9.

CONCLUSION
This report has highlighted activities delivered in quarter two of 2019/20 by the LCR
Bus Alliance and the commitment of the LCR Devolution Deal in respect of
improving bus services.
MATT GOGGINS
Head of Bus

Contact Officer(s):
Matt Goggins, Head of Bus, matthew.goggins@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk
Laura Needham, Bus Strategy Programme Manager, laura.needham@ liverpoolcityregionca.gov.uk
Liz Storey, Corporate Communications Manager, liz.storey@liverpoolcityregion-ca.gov.uk

Background Documents:
None
Appendices
None
Background Documents:
None
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Agenda Item 6
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Chair and Members of the Transport Committee

Meeting:

10 October 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No

REPORT OF THE SENIOR HEAD OF SERVICE OPERATIONS
MERSEY TUNNELS LONG TERM OPERATIONS AND MAINTENANCE STRATEGY

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT
This report sets out a draft Mersey Tunnels Long Term Operations and
Maintenance Strategy for consideration and endorsement by members of the
Transport Committee, ahead of its consideration and approval by the Combined
Authority at its meeting on 1 November 2019.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1.

It is recommended that the Transport Committee:
(a) considers and endorses the Mersey Tunnels Long Term Operations and
Maintenance Strategy, Appendix One to this report, which sets out a number of
short, medium and long term actions needed to secure the effective and
sustainable management of the Mersey Tunnels; and
(b) agrees that the draft Strategy is presented to the Combined Authority for
consideration and formal approval at its next meeting on 1 November 2019.

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

The Mersey road tunnels, Queensway and Kingsway, are owned by the Liverpool
City Region Combined Authority and operated and maintained by Merseytravel. As
they were built as a joint venture by the Borough of Birkenhead and the City of
Liverpool, their upkeep and maintenance remains outside of the national highway
network, and is governed by the County of Merseyside Act 1980 (as amended by
the Mersey Tunnels Act 2004).

3.2

To ensure that the Mersey Tunnels remain a sustainable and efficient asset to help
support and grow the local and wider economy, a robust long-term strategy is
required. By reviewing Mersey crossing demand, including upcoming
developments across the city region, asset management considerations, the
impacts of future technology, and various environmental factors, this Strategy seeks
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to establish a set of practical responses, and from these a number of short, medium
and long term actions to be undertaken in order to plan and manage the tunnels to
meet future requirements. The adopted Strategy will be regularly reviewed, and
updated as necessary.
3.3

Transport plays a key role in achieving strong and sustainable economic growth by
connecting people and businesses to opportunities, reducing congestion and
increasing economic productivity. Ensuring that our communities are well
connected is essential for the quality of life and economy of the city region. The
Mersey Tunnels make a significant contribution to these goals, providing the only
direct vehicular links across the lower Mersey for public, private and commercial
vehicles between Liverpool and Wirral. They are a safe and reliable means of
crossing the river, underpinned by significant infrastructure works and robust
maintenance regimes.

3.4

The Mersey Tunnels are major thoroughfares; over 27.5 million vehicles travelled
through them during 2018/19. They are also important bus corridors for all cross
river bus services, used by over 60 buses an hour during the daytime, which further
highlights the vital role the tunnels play in ensuring that people can conveniently
travel from one side of the river to the other.

3.5

They form part of a complex estate of approach roads, entry/exit points, bridges and
gantries, all of which are central to the efficient operation of the tunnels. The
Strategy considers a whole range of maintenance interventions and improvements,
from the operational assets such as the ventilation systems, to toll collection
systems and the impact of automation (e.g. electric or hydrogen propelled vehicles),
to consider how best the tunnels can continue to keep the city region connected.

3.6

A number of actions have been identified as central to the delivery of the Strategy,
each accompanied by a number of risks and blockages, which will need to be
considered as the detail for each action is determined. The action plan is
accompanied by an indicative Medium to Long Term Capital Investment plan.

4.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

4.1.

Financial

4.1.1 There are no direct implications or costs associated with the development of the
Strategy itself. The Strategy sets out the legislative background for tolling, insofar
as the Mersey Tunnels Act 2004 authorises toll income to be used for, in priority
order:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Managing, operating and maintaining the tunnels
Debt repayment
Contributing to a reserve and renewals fund
Supporting the Mersey Ferries
Supporting transport projects in general.

4.1.2 In terms of ensuring targeted maintenance to prolong the lifespan of the tunnels, an
indicative 10 year capital programme is set out in the Strategy. Given their age, the
maintenance requirements will become more substantial over time. Should funding
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requirements exceed that provided through tolling, funding may be required from
the Combined Authority’s Strategic Investment Fund, and as such would follow the
process set out in the Assurance Framework.
4.2.

Human Resources
There are no direct implications or costs associated with the development of the
Strategy, as it has been developed utilising existing staff resources. There may be
staffing implications in the future but such matters will be considered in more detail
and subject to a separate report.

4.3.

Physical Assets
The Mersey Tunnels are ageing but vitally important physical assets owned by the
Liverpool City Region Combined Authority. The draft Mersey Tunnels Long Term
Operations and Maintenance Strategy clearly articulates why, and how, these
assets must be maintained in order to meet cross river travel demand.

4.4.

Information Technology
The Strategy recognises that effective information and communication systems are
important elements of the tunnels’ operations, both for the customer and in terms of
managing the efficient operation and maintenance of the tunnels. The need to
maintain and develop these systems is fully addressed within the Strategy.

5.

RISKS AND MITIGATION
The Strategy identifies the significant pressures on the Mersey Tunnels, by
considering demands led by the Liverpool City Region’s growth; demographic
changes; service level expectations (in terms of throughput, safety and efficiency);
environmental sustainability; future resilience; and the condition of the existing
assets. A risk based approach has therefore been taken in identifying critical
intervention works to ensure the continued, safe operation of the tunnels.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
No Equality implications have been identified. Equality Analysis will be completed
as part of any commissioning process, ensuring any negative impacts are fully
mitigated.

7.

PRIVACY IMPLICATIONS
None at this stage.

8.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES
There are clear positive messages in terms of the commitment to maintain and
develop the tunnels to ensure the river is not a barrier to the effective movement of
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people and goods across the city region, and in supporting business growth and
ease of movement. As the action plan is delivered, it will have a potentially
significant impact on stakeholders thereby requiring specific communications.

9.

CONCLUSION
The Mersey Tunnels Long Term Operations and Maintenance Strategy sets out a
robust long term approach to ensuring the tunnels remain a sustainable and
efficient asset to support and grow the local and wider economy.
SHANE FITZPATRICK
Senior Head of Service Operations

Contact Officer(s):
Gerry Nolan, Asset Management Technical Services Manager (0151 330 1520)
Suzanne Cain, Principal Policy Officer – Transport (07388 719850)
Jo Sawyer, Communication Manager – Planning & Delivery (0151 330 1129)
Appendices:
Appendix One – Mersey Tunnels Long term Operations and Maintenance Strategy
Background Documents:
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Background
1.1

The Mersey Tunnels connect Liverpool with the Wirral Peninsula, under the River Mersey.
The road tunnels, Queensway and Kingsway, are owned by the Liverpool City Region
Combined Authority and operated and maintained by Merseytravel.

1.2

At the time of its opening, the Queensway Tunnel was the longest road tunnel in the world,
and it remains the longest road tunnel in the UK. The tunnel, which cost £8 million to build,
was opened on 18 July 1934 by H.M. King George V. By the 1960s, traffic volume had
increased significantly, and the Kingsway Tunnel was opened by H.M. Queen Elizabeth II on
24 June 1971 to cope with the increased demand, with construction having taken five years
to complete.

1.3

In April 2004, construction began on seven emergency refuges below the road deck of
Queensway, as part of a £9m project to bring the tunnel into line with the highest European
safety standards. For their age, the tunnels are regarded as the safest tunnels in the UK and
amongst the safest in Europei.

1.4

This Strategy articulates the importance of the Mersey Tunnels to the Liverpool City Region,
and sets out a road map (below) for their continuing contribution to the economic growth of
the City Region.

Align with other
transport strategies
across the City Region

Integrate and reflect
other Liverpool City
Region Combined
Authority policies on
transport, environment
and planning
Complement the
Combined Authority
Transport Plan, which
guides a single strategic
investment framework
to support the region's
current and future LTPs
and other development
strategies and initiatives

1.5

i

Confirm requirements
to develop the Asset
Management Plan
Provide an outline of the
existing tunnels' current
‘base’ condition as a
platform from which to
improve
Assist in ensuring the future
operation and maintenance
of the tunnels' assets are
managed effectively,
efficiently and flexibly with
careful attention to
prioritising available
resources by the adoption
and introduction of
appropriate methodologies
and processes

Highlight potential
future constraints and
interventions
Identify the significant
pressures on the tunnels,
considering demands led by
the Liverpool City Region’s
growth, demographic
changes, service level
expectations (in terms of
throughput, safety and
efficiency), environmental
sustainability, future
resilience and the condition
of existing assets
Addressing legislative issues
and legal conditions before
any radical changes can be
considered and introduced

The adopted Strategy will be regularly reviewed, and updated as necessary.

The European Tunnel Assessment Programme (Eurotap) 2005 Inspections – AA Motoring Trust
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Strategic Overview
To ensure that the Mersey Tunnels remain a sustainable and efficient
asset to help support and grow the local and wider economy, a robust
long-term strategy is required. By reviewing Mersey crossing demand,
including upcoming developments across the City Region, asset
management considerations, the impacts of future technology, and
various environmental factors, this Strategy seeks to establish a set of
practical responses, and from these a number of short, medium and
long term actions to be undertaken in order to plan and manage the
tunnels to meet future requirements.

2.1

The Liverpool City Region Combined Authority was established in April 2014 to lead on
transport, economic development, housing and employment and skills in the City Region in
order to support sustainable economic growth. In November 2015, a Devolution Deal was
agreed with central government which devolved wider powers to the Combined Authority.
In 2017 the Liverpool City Region elected its first Metro Mayor.

2.2

The Liverpool City Region is one of England’s fastest growing regional economies, with a
population of over 1.5m people, a £28.3bn economy, and an economic hinterland extending
into NE Wales, Cheshire, and Lancashire. Whilst it has the highest productivity of any of the
six core Northern city regions, some challenges remain in terms of creating long term
sustainable growth; reducing levels of unemployment; increasing graduate retention levels;
and reducing public sector reliance, as highlighted in the Northern Powerhouse Independent
Economic Review1 (NPIER).

2.3

Logistics has been recognised as one of the NPIER’s key enabling themes, which will support
its “prime capabilities” - the collective strengths of the northern economy. It acknowledges
that greater use of the port-centric logistics can generate substantial benefits across the
country through fewer freight miles. Already the City Region is exerting a step-change, with
the recent opening of the Liverpool2 container terminal that more than doubles the port’s
capacity, funded by private sector investment.

2.4

The Liverpool City Region also has seen sustained long-term growth in its visitor economy.
The growth experienced over recent years has helped create a sector which, according to
the latest data, contributes over £4.53 billion in GVA to the local economy and supports
53,500 jobsii.

2.5

Changes in traffic demand, user expectations, legislation and other factors may stimulate
changes in the way the Mersey Tunnels operate and may require improvements to facilities.
The Mersey Tunnels must therefore continue to look ahead to maintain a clear strategy for
the future. Planning well ahead preserves the level of service, reduces operational risks,

ii

Liverpool City Region Local Enterprise Partnership - Tourism Data Summary August 2018
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maintains funding options, informs future income requirements and helps minimise
disruption for the travelling public.

To reflect customer requirements and expectations, to effectively and efficiently operate,
maintain and improve the Mersey Tunnels, which are essential for a sustainable and vibrant
Liverpool City Region, while supporting economic growth
To ensure the safety, maintenance and upgrade (as necessary) of the tunnels’ assets, which
continue to play a critical role for the Liverpool City Region economy and contribute to
improving quality of life whilst fully meeting customer needs

Objectives

Vision

The vision, aims and objectives of this Strategy are:

Aims

2.6

Improve/maintain
journey time
reliability

Extend the lifespan of
the tunnels through
effective
maintenance and
operation

Continue to
ensure the safety
of all tunnel users
(customers and
staff)

Develop a responsive
plan to remain resilient
to changing
environmental
conditions

Set appropriate monitoring regimes processes and measureable performance targets, that
can act to forewarn when issues approach criticality

Supporting Economic Regeneration
2.7

The portfolio of City Region strategies2 aims to protect and enhance our distinctive quality of
place, to improve quality of life for our residents, and attract and retain those investors,
skilled workers and visitors who will contribute to future economic growth.

2.8

Transport plays a key role in achieving strong and sustainable economic growth by
connecting people and businesses to opportunities, reducing congestion and increasing
economic productivity. Ensuring that our communities are well connected is essential for the
quality of life and economy of the City Region.

2.9

The Mersey Tunnels make a significant contribution to these goals, providing the only direct
vehicular links across the lower Mersey for public, private and commercial vehicles between
Liverpool and Wirral. The Mersey Ferries provide significant access links for pedestrians and
cyclists between Liverpool and Wirral. Additionally, further upstream there are the Mersey
Gateway Bridge and the Silver Jubilee Bridge at Runcorn/Widnes. Rail passengers can cross
over the river at Runcorn or under the river via the Mersey Railway Tunnel which carries the
Wirral Line of the Merseyrail network.

2.10

The two road tunnels are a safe and reliable means of crossing the river, underpinned by
significant infrastructure works and robust maintenance regimes, and are integral to the
delivery of the Liverpool City Region Growth Strategy3, by providing connectivity for
investment, growth, access to work and training. The core services are delivered using large
infrastructure facilities, and their availability must therefore be optimised with robust and
effective maintenance programmes.
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2.11

Changes in traffic demand, user expectations, legislation and other factors may stimulate
changes in the way the Mersey Tunnels operate and may require improvements to facilities.
The Mersey Tunnels must therefore continue to look ahead to maintain a clear strategy for
the future. Planning well ahead preserves the level of service, reduces operational risks,
maintains funding options, informs future income requirements and helps minimise
disruption for the travelling public.

2.12

The Mersey Tunnels will deliver an efficient service to users through close monitoring of
demand and customer feedback, and through awareness of industry best practice. The
tunnels’ importance and value to the City Region cannot be overstated. As already
highlighted, Queensway is the longest road tunnel in the UK at 3.2km in length. Kingsway is
the 2nd longest at 2.5km; 26% longer than the Hindhead Tunnel in Surrey, and 32% longer
than the next estuarial road tunnel (the Tyne Tunnel). Their age, complex shape and size
adds to their uniqueness, as does their egress into a busy city centre.

2.13

The Liverpool City Region Growth Strategy, “Building our Future”, sets out how transport
supports economic growth, and recognises the importance of improving connectivity for
investment and business needs, and access to work, education or training. It focuses on
three strategic growth pillars:
- supporting economic growth in the City Region, through increasing
employment, levels of productivity and investment through the better
movement of goods and people
- supporting access to opportunity by connecting those who wish to
access employment, training, education and further learning
opportunities; and supporting accessibility to fresh food, leisure and
healthcare
- supporting place quality by drawing our energy from a range of low
carbon energy sources, with vehicles powered by alternatives to fossil
fuels, and with increased active travel opportunities

2.14

These growth pillars will enable the focused allocation of
investment, with partners across Liverpool City Region aligning
their resources to support them. The Mersey Tunnels have a key
role in ensuring that the City Region remains truly connected,
providing access to opportunity and ensuring the unrestricted
movement of people (including as a key bus corridor) and goods.

2.15

The government is committed to the development of Local
Industrial Strategies which will set out the spatial impacts of
national and local policy, informing priorities and choices and
demonstrating how they will allow all communities to contribute to, and benefit from,
economic prosperity. The Local Industrial Strategies will be long-term, based on clear
evidence and aligned to the national Industrial Strategy. Accordingly, the Liverpool City
Region Local Industrial Strategy (due for completion in March 2020) will set out clearly
defined priorities for maximising the City Region’s contribution to UK productivity, by better
coordinating economic policy at the local level to ensure greater collaboration across
boundaries. It will help to inform local choices, prioritise local action and, where appropriate,
help to inform decisions at the national level. As such, the tunnels vital role in connecting the
City Region will not be overlooked.
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2.16

Sitting below the Growth Strategy (and, in time, the Local Industrial Strategy) are the
Merseyside and Halton Local Transport Plans (LTPs), which provide the statutory framework
under which policies and plans are taken forward to guide the future provision of transport.
The Combined Authority Transport Plan brings the LTPs together, and sets out our vision
and delivery plans for transport. Its objective is to effectively guide the commissioning of
activities, allocation of funds and the communication of the City Region’s vision and
priorities to stakeholders. It will be the overarching framework under which the Mersey
Tunnels Strategy will be delivered.

2.17

The Combined Authority Transport Plan recognises how transport is fundamentally an
enabler and connector. For example, improving connectivity for freight through the tunnels
opens up access to the Port of Liverpool from across the whole UK, particularly in terms of
the M53 and Kingsway Tunnel. This is especially important given the recent construction of
the Liverpool2 deep-water berth to double the capacity of the Port.

2.18

Improved connectivity feeds into the economy through business efficiency, and wider access
to the labour market. Ensuring connectivity across the City Region, and in particular
Liverpool-Wirral via the tunnels, is clearly a central element of this, and will help attract
investment and accelerate growth across the Mersey Waters Enterprise Zone. Additionally,
all residents must be able to connect easily with the opportunities and services they need,
and this again is delivered by ensuring options for cross river travel by bus and car are
maximised.
Local Planning Policy

2.19

The National Planning Policy Framework4 gives guidance to local authorities in drawing up
their statutory Local Plans, which provide a long-term spatial vision, strategic priorities and
policies for future development in the city over the next 15 to 20 years, specifically with
regard to the quantity and location of new homes; employment provision; shops; facilities
and other services; transport; climate change mitigation and adaption; and the conservation
and enhancement of the natural and historic environment.

2.20

The Local Plan must also be based on effective joint working on cross boundary strategic
priorities to ensure that it is effective and deliverable; the tunnels therefore play an
important role in providing continued movement between Wirral and Liverpool, to ensure
access to opportunity is maximised.

2.21

In May 2018, Liverpool City Council submitted its Draft Local Plan to the Secretary of State
for Communities and Local Government for independent examination. It sets out site
allocations for residential, employment, retail and other land uses across the city, and as
such the tunnels will be a key connectivity channel for ensuring full access to opportunities
for all LCR residents, irrespective of their place of residence.

2.22

Wirral Council consulted on its Local Plan during 2018, and put forward a number of
development options that included proposed sites for housing, employment, and mixed
uses. There was clear recognition of a continued shortage of land for development within
Wirral’s urban area to meet the needs of the local population and the economy, and that
any development will need to fully consider transport links and connectivity. With the M53,
running up the centre of the peninsula and feeding directly into the Kingsway Tunnel, this
will be a key factor in determining where development would be best located.
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Port of Liverpool
2.23

The Port of Liverpool is one of the UK’s top four container ports, operating within Sefton,
Liverpool and Wirral. The largest volume and density of large warehousing (over 97,000 ft2/
9,000m2) of any UK region is located within a 70 mile radius of Liverpool. Liverpool’s location
at the heart of the UK offers a distinct advantage, with over 65% of the population of the UK
and Ireland living within a 150 mile radius of the city. Liverpool already is the leading
transatlantic port for the UK and handles 45% of North American trade.

2.24

Peel Ports has invested £400 million constructing Liverpool2 at the Port of Liverpool, to
create one of Europe's most advanced container terminals, and the Port can now
accommodate over 95% of the world’s vessels. This will inevitably bring increased levels of
HGV traffic to the region, with increased demand on Kingsway Tunnel (as the only one of the
Mersey Tunnels which can accommodate freight traffic), in terms of access to the KRN.

2.25

Port activity at Birkenhead Docks is based around Twelve Quays, and the impounded docks
at East Float and West Float. The Twelve Quays terminal has strategic importance in
providing the primary freight and passenger ferry connection from England to Belfast.
Vehicular access to Birkenhead Docks is gained via a number of independent and secure
access points, with strategic access via the M53 and Bidston Moss Viaduct, and the Kingsway
Tunnel.
Transport for the North

2.26

Transport for the North (TfN) was created as a pan-Northern Partnership Board of civic and
business leaders from across the North and in April 2018, became the first Sub-National
Statutory Transport Body in the country. Its Strategic Transport Plan5 is a statutory
document, allowing TfN to take a leading role in developing the case for investment in the
North. Focusing on transformational inter-city and pan-northern connectivity improvements,
it is centred on seven Strategic Development Corridors (SDCs), which represent economic
areas where most progress in delivering transformational growth can be made, by bringing
forward major strategic rail and road investment.

2.27

Of particular relevance to the Mersey Tunnels (and indeed all the strategic Mersey river
crossings) is “West and Wales” SDC6, which is concerned with improving connectivity, for
people and goods, to, from and through the important economic centres and assets of
Cheshire, Liverpool City Region and Greater Manchester, with strategic connectivity in to
North Wales and the Midlands.

Key Route Network
2.28 The City Region is developing a more strategic and coordinated approach to managing and
maintaining its road assets, to help to reduce delays and congestion, benefitting all road
users and communities. The principle of the Key Route Network (KRN) was set out in the City
Region’s Devolution Deal7 – “A Key Route Network of local roads which will be managed and
maintained by the Combined Authority on behalf of the City Region Mayor, from May 2017.
This will be achieved through a single asset management plan, working towards streamlined
contractual and delivery arrangements across the City Region”. In April 2016, the Combined
Authority agreed the strategic case and criteria used to identify the core KRN, with the
resultant network, shown in Map 1 below, extending to some 801km in length:
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Map 1 – Key Route Network
2.29

Both Mersey Tunnels are at the core of the network, providing a vital link between Liverpool
and Wirral. In March 2018, the Combined Authority agreed a £25m investment package in
support of the KRN, specifically a number of schemes under the banner of “Invest for
Growth”. The £1.2m Kingsway Tunnel Connectivity project will, in total, see 3km of
resurfaced road, including the Gorelink carriageway and the Poulton and Bidston Moss
viaducts; and four upgraded junctions with improved access/egress. There are also a number
of environmental improvements including reduced localised pollution levels from standing
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or slow moving traffic at road works at key junctions, and reduced noise levels for residents.
This Strategy provides the long term asset management framework for this investment.
2.30

The capacity of the two tunnels is constrained by the capability of the connecting local
network; in order to identify an accurate assessment of capacity, including the surrounding
network as part of the KRN improvement proposals, it will be necessary to fully take into
account those factors including road size which dictate capacity.

National Tolling Policy
2.31

Whilst there is no formal overarching national policy position with respect to tolling,
successive governments have taken the view that tolls are justified to be paid for by the
user, rather than general taxation, because users benefit from the savings in time and
money.iii

The Grade II listed Monument to the Mersey Tunnel in Chester Street, Birkenhead

iii

House of Commons Transport Committee - Strategic River Crossings (Tenth Report of Session 2014–15)
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Legislative Context
General Background
3.1

Both the Queensway and Kingsway Tunnels were originally authorised by numerous Mersey
Tunnel Acts from 1925 to 1972 and are now largely governed by the County of Merseyside
Act 1980. It is under this legislation that the Liverpool City Region Combined Authority
manages, operates and maintains the tunnels and levies tolls for their use. The legislation
was amended by the Mersey Tunnels Act 2004, to ensure that the tolls are calculated on a
formula linked to inflation, but aren’t permitted to go above this level. The Act authorises
toll income to be used for, in priority order:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Managing, operating and maintaining the tunnels
Debt repayment
Contributing to a reserve and renewals fund
Supporting the Mersey Ferries
Supporting transport projects in general.

3.2

As the tunnels were built as a joint venture by the Borough of Birkenhead and the City of
Liverpool, their upkeep and maintenance remains outside of the national highway network.
The history of the financing of the tunnels and the legislation which supported their
construction and operation is complex, but does provide greater clarity on why the tunnels
are tolled, and will remain so once the debt is repaid.

3.3

The regulation of traffic and pedestrians in the Mersey Tunnels is covered under existing UK
legislation (including the Road Traffic Act 1984 and the Public Order Act 1986), enhanced by
specific byelaws which provide more detailed and bespoke legislation for the regulation of
traffic; the movement of dangerous goods vehicles and containers; excluded vehicles; and
height, weight and width restrictions. This enables greater operational control and
governance with regard to traffic management.

3.4

The Mersey Tunnels Byelaws8 have been updated numerous times since Queensway was
opened in 1934 with the most recent version published in 2003. They remain largely fit for
purpose, but given their age would benefit from an update, and as such it is proposed that a
review is undertaken within the next 5 years, with amendments made to reflect current and
future operational arrangements and road policing requirements. Since byelaws create
criminal offences that can be prosecuted in magistrates' courts, they must be approved by
central government.
Historical Context

3.5

When the idea of the Queensway Tunnel was conceived in the 1920s, the Borough of
Birkenhead and the City of Liverpool accepted the construction of the Mersey Tunnel as
their joint responsibility. In January 1925, the government agreed a fixed capital
contribution, and permission was given to charge tolls for a period of 20 years. This resulted
in the Mersey Tunnel Act 1925, one of the provisions of which required the establishment of
the Mersey Tunnel Joint Committee as the statutory tunnel authority.

3.6

During the tunnel’s design and construction, various changes to the original plans meant
additional funding was needed, which the government refused to provide. Instead,
legislative changes saw the permitted tolling period extended first to 25 years, and then to
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40 years, before the Queensway Tunnel was opened to traffic in July 1934. Whilst the
intention had always been that the tolls would meet the operating costs and debt charges,
initial use was below expectations, and local rate payers had to subsidise the tunnel until
1946.

3.7

Demand eventually grew, such that by the late 1950s it was evident that a substantial
increase in capacity was required. Parliamentary powers were granted in 1965 for the
construction of the Kingsway Tunnel, but as a result of increased debt charges on borrowing
to finance construction costs and high inflation levels, the tunnels were making a loss by
1968. As the losses grew, government’s position remained that tolls should be increased,
and the debt should again be subsidised by local rate payers.

3.8

Kingsway Tunnel was opened to traffic in 1971, and in 1974 Merseyside County Council
became the statutory tunnels authority (to be replaced by the Merseyside Passenger
Transport Authority when the County Council was abolished in 1986). The associated powers
granted by the various Mersey Tunnel Acts were consolidated and revised under the County
of Merseyside Act 1980. This Act determined how the tunnels were operated and funded
and toll charges determined; any toll increases had to be approved by the Secretary of State.
Additionally, the original provision for tolling to end when the debt was paid off was
changed, such that tolls would remain on the basis that running costs would still be required.

3.9

Whilst toll revisions were permitted, the procedure was complex and costly, as operating
losses had to be incurred before tolls could be increased. These deficits were funded
through a levy on the local district councils, and between 1988 and 1992, £28 million was
borrowed to cover the operating losses.

3.10

Following a public inquiry in 1992, the tolls were increased to ensure the tunnels could be
financially self-sufficient. The rise in tolls, which was discounted below that permitted by the
Secretary of State in order to protect the local economy, resulted in the tunnels' finances
stabilising for the first time since 1968. Tolls remained at this level until 1999, when they
were again increased, by removing the discounts for cash payers, but partially retaining
them for prepaying Fast Tag users. This increase exhausted the existing statutory authority
regarding toll increases, all of which had all involved costly public inquiries.
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3.11

By 2001, maintenance costs were again escalating, and a new Bill sought to amend the
County of Merseyside Act 1980 to allow tolls to be directly linked to the retail price index,
with discretionary powers to provide discounts when necessary on social and economic
grounds. The Bill also gave Merseytravel power to use surplus toll income to fund projects in
the Local Transport Plan, to help to achieve social inclusion and increase access to
opportunity. In addition, regular toll increases would remove the delay between the need
for an increase and the increase actually taking effect, lessening the burden on local
authorities to meet debt charges and operating expenses. The County of Merseyside Act
1980 was duly amended by the Mersey Tunnels Act 2004, and is the current legislative
framework within which Merseytravel operates the Mersey Tunnels.
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Mersey Crossing Demand
Mersey Tunnel Throughput
4.1

The Mersey Tunnels are major thoroughfares, with over 27.5 million vehicles travelling
through them during 2018/19, at an average occupancy of 1.5 people per vehicleiv. The
Kingsway Tunnel carried 62% of the traffic - an average 47,000 vehicles a day (over 17 million
per year), and is the only one of the two able to take heavy goods vehicles. Traffic flows in
this tunnel have increased by 12.3% since 2011/12, with Queensway, traditionally used more
as a “local” tunnel, seeing an increase of 10.8% over the same period. Figure 1 shows the
number of toll paying vehicles through the tunnels since 2006/07 by type of payment.

Vehicles (m)

Vehicle Throughput by Payment Type
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
-

Cash

Fast Tag

Figure 1: Vehicle Throughput by Payment Type
4.2

The tunnels are important bus corridors for all cross river bus services, used by over 60 buses
an hour during the daytime, carrying on average 31.5 passengers (although this figure will
include those passengers getting on/off en-route), which further highlights the vital role the
tunnels play in ensuring the river is not a barrier to the effective movement of people and
goods.
Mersey Ferries

4.3

iv

The Mersey Ferries have served local residents for many centuries, providing vital
commuting and trade links between the Wirral and Liverpool City Centre. But the
development of the Merseyside rail network in the 1800s, and more crucially the tunnels
themselves, has led to an erosion of the long-standing local passenger market, and whilst a
commuter service continues to operate between Pier Head and Seacombe, the Mersey
Ferries are today primarily a leisure and tourist attraction. Whilst the decline in ferry

Aecom – Tunnel Customer Survey results (2015)
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commuter passengers has coincided with the increase in traffic through the Mersey Tunnels,
they still carried over 165,000 commuters across the river during 2018/19.
Silver Jubilee and Mersey Gateway Bridges
4.4

The Silver Jubilee Bridge was opened in 1961. Informally known as the Runcorn Bridge, it
was widened in the 1970s, after which it was given its official name in honour of the Queen's
Silver Jubilee in 1977. Over the years traffic levels grew to over 80,000 vehicles per day, well
in excess of its design capacity, putting the bridge and the resilience of the regional road
network under severe pressure.

4.5

A new crossing was deemed both vital and necessary, since better connectivity, more
consistent journey times and improved accessibility, combined with a much improved
physical urban environment would make Halton a better place to live, work and invest.

4.6

In 2017, the new Mersey Gateway Bridge was opened, providing a major strategic transport
route linking the Liverpool City Region, north Cheshire and the North West to the rest of the
country, reducing demand on the Silver Jubilee Bridge. Between October and November
2018, average daily traffic was 67,000 vehicles per day.

4.7

The Silver Jubilee Bridge closed for refurbishment at the time of the Mersey Gateway’s
opening, but will become a local traffic route and prioritised for buses, cyclists and
pedestrians. When it reopens, both bridges will be tolled via the Merseyflow9 tolling system.

4.8

Overall, the traffic modelling previously undertaken for the Mersey Gateway has forecast a
relatively low re-assignment to the new bridge from Mersey tunnel crossings (Kingsway,
Queensway and the rail tunnel). The impact will be much greater on the Silver Jubilee
Bridge, due to the introduction of tolling and other network capacity limitations, although
the precise impact will only become apparent once all the crossings are fully operational.
Rail Crossings

4.9

The Mersey Railway passenger rail tunnel opened in 1886. Today it is operated as part of the
Merseyrail Electrics Wirral Line linking Liverpool city centre with destinations on the Wirral
including New Brighton, West Kirby, Ellesmere Port and Chester, carrying over 31,000
passengers per dayv. This number is expected to increase following the introduction of new
rolling stock from 2019. The new trains will provide 60% increased passenger carrying
capacity, and enable journey times to be reduced by up to 10% through substantially
improved acceleration and braking, with patronage expected to double over the next 30
yearsvi, which may impact on tunnel usage.

4.10

The Runcorn Railway Bridge, completed in 1868, is served by train services from Liverpool to
Crewe, Birmingham and London Euston, with almost 100 passenger trains using the bridge
each day. Additionally, the bridge is also served by the new Halton Curve train services
between Liverpool and Chester/Wrexham.

v
vi

Merseyrail Cross River Passenger Counts Autumn 2018
Network Rail Long Term Planning Process: Regional Urban Market Study
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Network Resilience
4.11

Alternative routes to the two Mersey road tunnels are available; they are, however,
circuitous and inconvenient, requiring traffic to be directed towards the M56/M53
motorways and the Mersey Gateway Bridge, with a 40 mile diversion taking up to an hour.
Or alternatively, further afield to use the M6/M56/M53 - a 60 mile diversion. Clearly these
are not realistic alternatives for key services such as police or fire services, nor indeed local
bus services. These routes are at times extremely congested and are less direct; they are
therefore not seen as offering a viable alternative except during times of significant
disruption, for example due to emergency closure following accidents or other events in the
tunnels.

4.12

It is equally important to consider the impact on the tunnels, and the surrounding road
network, in the event of the closure of the Mersey Railway tunnel. In 2017, the Wirral Loop
Line closure presented an opportunity to undertake a full appraisal of the anticipated
increase in traffic volumes through both tunnels. A studyvii undertaken immediately before,
and during the first phase of the works, found that the closure of the rail tunnel did not have
any significant negative impact on the operation of either Queensway or Kingsway, or the
surrounding highway network. Whilst this may, in part, be attributed to the widespread
advance promotion of the rail tunnel closures and the effective alternate travel
arrangements, the report did highlight several opportunities to improve access/egress to the
tunnels which will be considered in more detail.

Future Demand
4.13

Tolling presents an immediate out-of-pocket expense for tunnel users, and has the potential
to affect travel behaviour – altering the volume of traffic, journey times, and ultimately even
the ability of certain users to use the tunnels. In understanding the longer term impacts of
the tolls, it is necessary to look at their impact on future demand, in light of such effects.

4.14

Research undertaken in 2015viii examined current and future travel demand for the tunnels
using the Liverpool City Region Transport Model (LCRTM). Overall, the economic value
gained is more than offset by the dis-benefits of increased travel time and vehicle operating
costs, and the study estimated a cost to the economy of up to £1bn over a 60 year period.
(The economic impact was calculated using DfT’s Transport User Benefit Analysis (TUBA)
programme and information from the LCRTM on trips between origins/destinations, and
changes in travel time, distance and tolls between origins/destinations to calculate the
monetised impact.)

4.15

The LCRTM has also analysed future year demand for the tunnels, in 2025, 2035 and 2050
for both the local and national forecastsix, during the morning and evening peak hours. It has
also forecast the impact on the highway and public transport networks in a scenario
whereby the tunnels are permanently closed by 2035.

vii

Mott MacDonald - Kingsway and Queensway Tunnel Exits/Entrances and Local Highway Network PreFeasibility Study (March 2017)
viii
Mott MacDonald – Mersey Tunnels Toll Impact Study (2015)
ix
Local forecast uses LCR datasets relating to future housing developments and the locations of future
employment; the National forecast uses DfT’s National Trip End Model (NTEM).
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4.16

Tables 1 and 2 show predicted hourly traffic flows for both tunnels, rounded to the nearest
250, in each direction. Wirral bound traffic through the Queensway Tunnel is shown as likely
to experience the highest rate of growth, with Liverpool bound traffic expected to increase
more through Kingsway:

4.17

Map 2 shows the pinch-points on the highway network that become near or over capacity by
2035 (in the am peak hour) if the tunnels were permanently closed, over and above those
which would become over capacity purely by traffic growth. The impact is particularly noted
on the M53 and M56, and there is re-routing of highway trips to use the Mersey Gateway
and Silver Jubilee bridges, which equates to around 20% of the total tunnel traffic. There is
an increase in rail trips using Merseyrail, although this is relatively modest. The remainder of
the tunnel traffic has redistributed; the destinations of these trips have changed such that
they no longer cross the Mersey. (It should be noted that if the tunnels were to be closed
there would inevitably be complementary measures to address the impacts which have not
been modelled, and as such these results present a ‘worst case’ impact of the closure of the
tunnels. However, the provision of these complementary measures would undoubtedly have
economic and environmental costs associated with them.)
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Map 2 - Predicted highway links over capacity by 2035
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Tunnel Operations
5.1

This section focuses on the safe operation of the Mersey Tunnels, considering the structural
aspects and operating systems currently in place. It recognises that the two tunnels are
completely different in terms of their age, build quality, customer experience and
importance within the network; they are therefore considered separately in terms of asset
condition, asset valuation, maintenance and classified vehicle usage and operation. It is likely
that, in establishing plans for the future, further distinctions between the tunnels could be
made.

Supporting Infrastructure
5.2

The tunnels themselves form part of a complex estate of approach roads, entry/exit points,
bridges and gantries (see Appendix 1), all of which are central to the efficient operation of
the tunnels. This also includes the Rendel Street branch of Queensway, which has been
closed to traffic since 1986 for road safety reasons, since the tunnel exits onto a blind bend.

Rendel Street, Birkenhead
5.3

The closure of Churchill Way Flyovers has caused significant congestion at the Old
Haymarket roundabout and surrounding areas. In view of their impending demolition, there
is an opportunity to remodel the approach routes and junctions with Old Haymarket and
Scotland Road, which would significantly improve traffic flow and journey times, whilst also
improving air quality in the city centre.

5.4

Consideration may need to be given to the feasibility (layout and cost) of a new exit point, to
ease traffic congestion in the city centre and prevent standing traffic in Queensway Tunnel.
However, the cost of a new tunnel branch is likely to be in the region of £250 to £350m, and
it is clear that in the short term this would be cost prohibitive, although remains a longer
term consideration.
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5.5

The location of the Wallasey Asset Management offices, and maintenance depot within the
Wallasey toll plaza building complex, brings its own significant challenges. The current
structures were designed and built in the 1960s and the whole complex is considered too
small for the volume of staff and traffic using the access service road. Short term solutions
have included reconfiguring on-site, and rerouting vehicles to minimise traffic and
pedestrian interaction, thereby improving safety.

5.6

It is fully acknowledged that given the very specific nature of the tunnels’ works facility, it
makes most sense that basic daily consumables are on-site, with a stores facility similar to
that which would exist on a large construction site. Longer term solutions will be required,
but a clear and robust business case to relocate the facilities will be necessary. Options
include retaining the office suite in its current location but other facilities such as the
workshops and garages could be relocated to minimise the vehicle and pedestrian interface.

Operational Assets
Ventilation
5.7

The tunnels’ ventilation system is continually monitored to ensure that the ambient air
temperature and conditions within the tunnels are maintained at the appropriate level for
customers passing through, and in an emergency to control smoke or disperse any
dangerous fumes.

Tunnel Ventilation - Variable Speed Drives
5.8

However, a significant aspect is that the ventilation system was designed to manage the
impact of traditionally fuelled vehicles. In considering the future traffic demands, there is a
need to reflect the potential impact of emerging technologies on the ventilation systems
with respect to fire safety e.g. fixed fire suppression system. An electric car, for example,
doesn’t discharge CO2 emissions but poses a substantial fire safety hazard, as does hydrogen
fuel, and as such there is a clear need to improve smoke and heat detection.
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Dewatering Pumping Systems
5.9

Dewatering is the process by where any water ingress into the tunnels is collected in sumps
and pumped out when the water in the sumps reach a predetermined level. All water
pumped out is metered and assessed to monitor water ingress volumes. The pumps in
Queensway discharge any water into the local sewage infrastructure. Kingsway Wallasey
portal and mid river pumping stations discharge water into the River Mersey with the
consent of the Environment Agency. Kingsway Liverpool portal pumps water into local
sewage infrastructure. Water discharged into the river is subject to periodic laboratory
checks to ensure it is suitable for river discharge.

5.10

Water ingress at the portals is from surface rainwater which is collected via porous grids in
the carriageways and directed to sumps where it is pumped out. Water also enters the
tunnels via longstanding water seepage which is directed to the mid river pumping stations.

5.11

Queensway has a problem with ground water which enters the system via the abandoned
Loop Heading. (It was abandoned during the construction of the tunnels due to significant
water entering the tunnel from the local rock.) Various attempts to reduce the volume of
water entering have been successful but the water still enters the system in a managed way.
The water cannot be used as it is contaminated by industrial users and leakage in sewage
systems, as a consequence of the original tunnel construction, and this water being diverted
between fractures in the rock. All pumping stations are subject to planned preventative
maintenance regimes to ensure they are available at all times.
Asset management Vehicle Fleet

5.12

Merseytravel has a fleet of around 50 vehicles as a combination of HGVs, vans, cars and
Tunnels Police vehicles. The fleet is diverse in nature with conventional diesel fuelled,
outright-owned vehicles forming the vast majority of the fleet due to requirements of the
24/7 operation. There are currently seven ultra-low emission vehicles (electric cars and vans)
in the fleet equating to 14% of the fleet, 3 owned with 4 acquired via local funding
agreements on a long term lease basis. It must be noted, however, that whilst diesel vehicles
do not always lend themselves to short start/stop journeys, and alternative fuels will be
considered in the future (electric, hybrid, hydrogen etc.), such technology is not yet of a
standard to guarantee that the vehicles would be fully available 24/7. Therefore whilst a full
zero-emission fleet is an aspiration, it is not considered feasible in the short term. The
Strategy needs to consider the organisation’s approach to fleet management including
procurement and maintenance, and to consider outsourcing either in whole or part.

Toll Collection Systems
5.13

The payment of tolls is required from tunnel users to support operations, maintenance and
infrastructure works. In considering what approach to toll collection would be the most
effective and efficient, it is necessary to look at both the current operation, and the
alternatives, in terms of the tolling process and the payment collection method.

5.14

At present, the tunnels operate using a barriered system. The toll payable is determined
according to the vehicle classification, and is paid on entry for vehicles traveling towards
Liverpool, and on exit when traveling to Wirral. The vast majority of tolls are paid using cash
or Fast Tag. There are a number of clear advantages to this barriered approach, not least that
income is collected at the time of passage, since the barrier will only rise upon payment of
the toll. This reduces the likelihood of non-payment significantly, and any enquiries or issues
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can be dealt with immediately.
5.15

In respect of traffic management, traffic is slowed down before entering the tunnel, which is
particularly pertinent in Kingsway since the tunnel is directly accessed via the M53. Without
barriers, vehicles would inevitably approach the tunnel entrance more quickly, potentially
creating congestion at the tunnel mouth; a clear safety hazard. Liverpool bound traffic can
easily be held back should an incident occur inside the tunnel. This regulated traffic flow also
assists with traffic management in Liverpool, since both exits join a busy city centre road
network. Any increased flow through the tunnel would result in standing traffic inside the
tunnel itself, which brings clear safety implications to the fore, and the barriers help to
mitigate this.

Kingsway Tunnel toll plaza
Alternative Tolling Methods
5.16

A viable alternative is one way tolling, with tunnel users being charged a toll in one direction
of travel only, again barrier operated to retain the advantages outlined above. The toll level
would clearly need to be doubled, with a presumption that most tunnel users will be making
a return journey, hence the need to only pay once. This brings with it a risk that there will be
a number of journeys that are only one way, with the toll in such cases therefore doubling.
As the toll level is currently determined according to the provisions of the Mersey Tunnels
Act 2004, there would be legislative implications which may require a Secretary of State
order to amend the Act.

5.17

Given the current layout and flow of Mersey Tunnels, it would make most sense to charge
vehicles travelling towards Liverpool, and allow free flow for traffic travelling towards Wirral.
There would be a faster release of vehicles from the tunnels on Wirral side, ensuring no
queuing in the tunnels, or queues projecting into Liverpool City Centre, and the reduced
amount of acceleration and deceleration would contribute to a reduction in vehicle
emissions. A reduction in equipment requirements would also produce capital cost savings
and reduced ongoing maintenance.
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5.18

Under open road tolling (ORT), there are no barriers to manage the traffic flow, and the toll
is captured via electronic toll collection gantries at entrances and exits, removing the need
for infrastructure and staff associated with toll collection from the plaza. The most common
form of toll collection under ORT is Automatic Number Plate Recognition (ANPR), a system
that uses optical character recognition on images to read the license plates on vehicles, with
payment possible via a number of different technologies. Such an approach would
undoubtedly see faster throughput of vehicles, and savings could be made through a
reduced budget for equipment maintenance, staff, and cash handling costs.

5.19

However, one of the major selling points of ORT is that users are able to drive through the
tolled area without having to slow down to pay the toll, which would have serious traffic
management implications for the Mersey Tunnels. It is conceivable that free flowing traffic
entering the tunnel may hit congestion, leading to standing traffic inside the tunnel, with
considerable safety and environmental implications. There are other disadvantages to ORT,
such as an inevitable increase in non-payment, which would then need to be addressed
through the introduction of fixed penalties. This would likely bring in an additional
administrative cost to manage and oversee both toll collection and issuing fixed penalties,
based on the experiences of other estuarial crossings managed in this way. As such,
penalties would need to be sufficiently punitive to cover this additional cost, and to cover
revenues lost through unpaid and unrecoverable penalties. On balance ORT is considered
unsuitable for the Mersey Tunnels.
Toll Collection

5.20

If, as is recommended, the barrier is retained, there are still a number of options available by
which the toll can be collected. The current methods are cash, Fast Tag and debit/credit
card, the latter being introduced in April 2019. Cash has historically been the most popular
payment method, despite the introduction of differential tolling in 1999 when Fast Tag users
were first offered a discount. As the level of discount has increased, so has the proportion of
payments made using Fast Tag, which now account for over half of all payments. Whilst in
part this is due to the discounted toll, it reflects the move towards a “cashless society”,
which was also the driver behind the introduction of card payment facilities.

5.21

The vacuum operated cash conveyancing system has been in place for many years, and with
an anticipated reduction of cash in the future, the removal of this would be a consideration
longer term. It is acknowledged that cash payment does have a number of benefits, not least
that the transactional cost of dealing with cash is low compared with card payments, but
the physical hardware and staffing costs of cash collection is disproportionately high and
removal of cash will undoubtedly bring significant savings.

5.22

Prepayment through Fast Tags is self-managed in the main through an online payment
system, linked to direct debit. It is by far the most efficient method of payment, increasing
vehicle throughput and reducing congestion. But the Tags are relatively expensive to procure
(around £7 per unit), and a review of technology could see Fast Tags phased out, and
replaced by a closed, account based, ANPR system to read vehicle registration numbers in
lane, but still linked to a system of pre-payment, given the potential impact on collection
rates and higher staffing/backroom cost associated with post-payment. That said, the
development of non-cash payments should always be encouraged, reducing reliance on
cash, bringing forward efficiencies where possible as cash payments reduce, and there is an
expectation that toll operations could be cash free by the mid-2020s.
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5.23

It is envisaged that ANPR could be introduced in the medium term, supplemented by
barriers which will continue to virtually eliminate the likelihood of non-payment, to regulate
traffic into the city centre and enable free flowing traffic into Wirral. As these tolling options
are considered, this would clearly be an ideal opportunity to review the structure and layout
of the toll plazas themselves. The current layout has remained unaltered for many years, and
indeed there are a number of elements which would not be replicated should the plaza be
redesigned.
Vehicle Classification

5.24

A further consideration is vehicle classification, in order to determine the level of toll
payable, currently a manual process; the deployment of ANPR would present an opportunity
to automate the process. Consideration could then be given to restricting certain types of
vehicles and to charge differential tolls linked to a vehicle’s emissions. Such an approach
would eliminate manual classification, thereby reducing staff costs. Additionally, through a
redesign of the plaza, larger vehicles would be able to use any lane, significantly reducing
congestion.
Future Payment Technology

5.25

Longer term, consideration needs to be given to multi modal payment technologies which
would ensure seamless transactional integration across all modes of transport. This could be
incorporated in the ongoing review of smart ticketing. There is also the potential to integrate
developments in technology to future tolling methods and pricing structures, such as
differential tolling for low/zero emission vehicles. This would also strengthen the alignment
of tunnel operations with wider aims to promote low carbon travel across the City Region. It
is suggested further study should be considered to identify the potential challenges and
opportunities from new and emerging fuel sources, to be reviewed at least every 4-5 years
with a view to re-assessing their management through the tunnels and implementing
restrictions if necessary.

Traffic Management and Byelaw Enforcement
5.26

Queensway is a single bore tunnel consisting of four lanes (two in each direction), which
carry up to 35,000 vehicles per day, and has a 30mph. speed limit. Vehicles over 3.5 tonnes
are prohibited from using the tunnel (except for buses and emergency services). Kingsway is
a twin tube/bore tunnel with two lanes in each tube, carries up to 60,000 vehicles per day,
approximately 4% of which are Large Goods Vehicles, and has a 40mph speed limit.

5.27

Each tunnel is individual in age, design, geographical location and in terms of its direct links
to the road networks. This brings substantially different operational challenges with regards
to the provision of planned and emergency traffic management which need carefully
consideration, incorporating the relevant risks associated with each location. As such, the
Strategy recognises these variations and considers the specific impacts and options for traffic
management across the Mersey Tunnels’ estate.
Byelaw Enforcement and Service Delivery

5.28

Mersey Tunnels Police Officers are appointed as Constables under Section 105 of the County
of Merseyside Act 1980 to police the tunnels, together with the approach roads and the
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marshalling areas of both tunnels. The Mersey Tunnels Byelaws are also governed by this
legislation, and are the “rules” under which the Police carry out their duties.
5.29

The primary operational objective of the Mersey Tunnels Police is the safe operation of the
tunnels, achieved through the enforcement of the byelaws and other relevant legislation.
This dedicated Policing service has established collaborative working relationships with other
Emergency Services across the Liverpool City Region and beyond, and provides a number of
traffic management services, which facilitate the free flow of vehicles on the Mersey Tunnels
road network and surrounding local/strategic road network (including the KRN), including:







Response and removal of breakdowns within the Mersey Tunnel estate.
Providing first line emergency response and incident management, including evacuation, fire safety, and medical first aid. Response times to incidents have meant that
officers are often the first on the scene saving lives as a result.
Monitoring the CCTV system across the wider transport estate 24 hours a day, removing the need for independent security presence and reducing the associated
costs.
Administration and governance of the CCTV network to comply with the Information
Commissioners Office and Surveillance Camera Commissioner codes of practice.
Supervising and monitoring information, intelligence and evidence; keeping records
in line with legislation, policies and guidance which enables effective law enforcement and the initiation of criminal justice proceedings.
Conducting the primary investigation of road related incidents within legislation, appropriate procedures and College of Policing guidance.

5.30

Traffic is managed via a dedicated Combined Control Centre (CCC) incorporating the Police
and Asset Management functions, bringing a range of efficiencies through a streamlined
reporting process through an integrated control centre operation.

5.31

It is recommended that the enforcement and traffic management role of the Mersey
Tunnels Police is maintained, since it is considered that the tunnels are at their safest by
having an in-house Police force. Whilst this approach has been in place for a number of
years, providing reassurance that tunnels are safe, law enforced and infringements are
prosecuted, occasional review of the arrangement will ensure it remains the most efficient
and optimal option for the safe operation of the tunnels.
Transporting Dangerous Goods and Hazardous Materials

5.32

As two major road tunnels under an estuary, the Mersey Tunnels pose a unique risk in
transporting dangerous goods and abnormal loads, which is regulated by the International
Carriage of Dangerous Goods by Road (ADR)x agreement, with some additional specific
operating restrictions relating to the escorting of some dangerous goods vehicles in
accordance with the Mersey Tunnels Byelaws. This means there is a requirement placed on
hauliers to declare any dangerous goods that are being conveyed irrespective of the
quantity.

5.33

It is the responsibility of hauliers to ensure that they adhere to the ADR regulations.
Accordingly, the driver of any vehicle conveying Hazardous Materials/Dangerous Goods
must make a declaration prior to entering the Tunnel. This self-declaration system works

x

As agreed by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe.
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very well, and transfers the risk and liability of travel through the Tunnels to the hauliers; it is
recommended this process is continued. A full review of charging structures in relation to
escorting dangerous goods and recovering breakdowns is proposed, such that as a
minimum, operating costs are recovered.

Kingsway Tunnel Promenade Ventilation Shaft

Network Information Systems
5.34

Effective information and communication systems are important elements of the tunnels
operations, both for the customer and in terms of managing the efficient operation and
maintenance of the tunnels, which are currently controlled using Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) software and a Combined Control Centre, the latter being
operational since 2015.

5.35

The importance of tunnel safety cannot be overstated. With over 400 CCTV cameras
including a sophisticated system within the Queensway safety refuges, there is now almost
full camera coverage of the Mersey Tunnels estate including the approach roads. However it
is recognised that CCTV cameras have a relatively short life span, with the technology quickly
becoming redundant or unserviceable, and need to be regularly assessed in terms of their
impact on security procedures and protocols. Additionally, the current ventilation control
system linked to SCADA needs to be automated, to maximise the efficiency of this critical
area of tunnels’ safety, especially with respect to controlling smoke or dispersing dangerous
fumes.

5.36

A wider review is required to evaluate the communication systems and services currently
provided, and consider what would enhance the customer offer. It is important that the
tunnels do not become “black holes” - the technology that is in operation on the open roads
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needs to also be available in the tunnels so that the motorists experience a seamless
transition. For example, consideration could be given to engaging with satnav providers to
develop a system that alerts drivers as they approach the tunnels, informing them of the
tolling regime and the height and weight restrictions. The deployment of “SOS” phones
could also be reviewed, as mobile telephone coverage within the tunnels improves.
5.37

Consideration should be also be given to developing methodologies and approaches to
delivering asset management services, and in particular record keeping and information to
assist in improving efficiencies and data sharing. For example, Building Information
Modelling (BIM - an intelligent 3D model-based process to more efficiently plan, design,
construct, and manage the tunnels buildings and infrastructure), along with improved
integrated document management and control and performance management dashboards,
would significantly enhance the operational efficiency of the tunnels.

5.38

There will also need to be greater emphasis around cyber security and penetration testing to
provide assurance around resilience and business continuity. Open architecture and
protocols are needed to ensure that there are no constraining factors such that full
connectivity is available, with systems future proofed wherever possible.

5.39

The City Region has aspirations to become the most digitally connected in the UK, leading to
transformational improvements in public service delivery, widespread productivity impacts
and economic growth across all sectors and a reduction in the digital divide within deprived
and isolated communities. The Mersey Tunnels will be central to the network, with fibre
optic cable passing through both tunnels ensuring City Region-wide connectivity.
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Asset Management
6.1

Queensway was designed (in principle) to last a minimum of 100 years, but due to its high
build quality, targeted maintenance and infrastructure improvements, it will almost certainly
exceed that; a life expectancy of 120 years is therefore anticipated which will signify it is fit
for purpose up to circa 2054 and beyond. Similarly, there is no reason why Kingsway, with
ongoing targeted maintenance and infrastructure investment since it opened, should not
attain the current bridges and tunnels structure design life criteria of 120 years plus, and still
be fit for purpose in 2090 and beyond.

6.2

Whatever the lifespan, their age is impacting on maintenance and infrastructure works. The
bridges in the Kingsway estate undergo Principal Bridge Inspections every six years to check
for any deterioration affecting structural stability. General inspections are completed every
three years, and robust maintenance and infrastructure works have extended the life
expectancy of both tunnels beyond their initial design life, despite the design capacity being
well below current levels of traffic. In addition, current design and safety standards are now
higher than when the tunnels were built. Design life expectation for Kingsway and
Queensway is therefore subject to ongoing inspection, testing and appropriate remedial
works and the following approach to maintenance is considered appropriate:

Obtain a clearer picture of the current condition of both tunnels
By undertaking major
principal inspections,
to BD53, of all
structural elements -to
include intrustive tests
where neccessaryidentified by gap
analysis and visual
inspection.

Recommend an Asset Renewal Percentage for forthcoming years
Establish the trigger point...

Based on short,
medium and long term ...at which the increasing
needs
cost of renewing and
Include actions during maintaining the asset
the 10-20 year period converges with the
which may extend the remaining useful lifespan
of each tunnel
durability of both
tunnels, and identify a The cost of remedial
capex delivery plan
works should never
exceed the ever
depreciating residual
value of the asset

Develop plans for
the future...
...as far as 50-60 years
hence
Continue to regularly
review
Consideration of a new
tunnel

Maintenance Operations
6.3

It is important that maintenance operations, improvements and repairs are carried out
during the established night time closure procedures when disruption will be at a minimum.
Day closures are rare and confined to emergencies. Currently, closures for maintenance are
one week in every three for each tube from 9pm to 6.30am, with adjustments as
appropriate to suit events e.g. evening football matches. Queensway closures require 28
days’ notice to be given (as required under the byelaws).
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6.4

The Strategy should consider a review of the tunnel closures, to provide the optimum
solution for maintenance and conducting capital works projects otherwise restricted during
daytimes. Realigning the shift times and workload of the maintenance teams, additional
closures and a review of their timing should be considered, ensuring works are undertaken
as efficiently as possible. This will enhance service delivery by allowing contractors improved
access to the tunnels, in order to complete works in a more timely fashion, reducing the
impact on tunnel users, and reducing project costs.

Asset Inventory and Management Plan
6.5

The Asset Register will need to be updated annually considering both appreciation and
depreciation of assets. All records, data and inventories will need a root and branch review
as at present they are neither user-friendly nor fully integrated. New technology such as 3D
modelling software and updates to SCADA and the Computerized Maintenance Management
Systems (CMMS) could assist this, although investment would be required for these tools.

6.6

The Asset Management plan is to be maintained and reviewed annually, and should be
informed by the Asset Register. It should also mirror the aspirations for the KRN Highway
infrastructure. Methods of communication and key messages should be established to
ensure a consistent approach. Using and developing the CMMS Mainsaver as the Asset
Register to record maintenance and to monitor and evidence costs will assist with budget
setting and will also feed in to the Capital Programme.

6.7

The Asset Management Plan will be long term and detailed enough to identify both the asset
condition and any capital maintenance investment required. To maximise the effectiveness
of this, Whole Lifecycle Planning is advocated, i.e. maintaining an asset from feasibility,
through construction, to disposal. This approach recognises that different assets have
different life expectancies; balancing the level of investment required to get the most use
out of each asset, set against the limits of available funding and the relative importance of
each asset, is a central tenet of good asset management.

Capital Investment
6.8

In terms of ensuring targeted maintenance to prolong the lifespan of the tunnels, condition
surveys have informed the capital programme and budget. This approach will continue,
subject to funding being available. The following examples of planned capital works for
2019/20 indicate the range of maintenance interventions required, whilst a full 10 year
indicative capital programme is shown in Appendix 2:
 Replacement of 50 year old electrical transformer and cables in Queensway
 Replacement transformers and High Voltage switches in three ventilation stations
 New lane control indicators and variable message signs to control traffic flow, controlled remotely from the centralised Combined Control Centre.
 Resurfacing of the Gorelink Carriageway
 Concrete repairs to numerous tunnels structures including overbridges, retaining
walls and sun visors
 Replacement of Jet fans in Kingsway
 Replacement of the Kingsway drainage pipework
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6.9

Going forward, in order to make contractors (including statutory undertakers) more
accountable, it is suggested that greater use is made of penalty costs for works over-running,
given the resulting impact of these works on tunnel reopening times and the wider impact
on the local economy. Monitoring and reviewing the impact of this will help to ensure
lessons are learned, which can then be built into future project planning so as to give a more
accurate overall project cost, and aid programme certainty in terms providing value for
money, and minimising risk.

Kingsway Tunnel Approach Road
Strategic Investment Fund
6.10

Capital investment priorities have substantially changed following the Devolution Deal
agreed with government in 2015. A significant fiscal element of the Deal was the creation of
a “Strategic Investment Fund” 10(SIF) that comprises consolidated multi-year transport
settlements and additional allocations of grant-based investment funds. The SIF is not ringfenced, allowing the City Region freedom to allocate funds to locally identified priorities. This
provides the City Region with capital funding to support the delivery of core priorities such
as the KRN, but also introduces a degree of competition across the Combined Authority’s
core thematic areas, and even within transport itself. This means investment in maintaining
the Mersey Tunnels will have to be justified, and demonstrate a clear strategic fit, deliver the
best outcomes for the City Region, and generally offer high value for money.

6.11

The tunnels’ maintenance capital programme has traditionally focused on a 10 year
timeframe, with a current spend profile of £7m/year and whilst not indicating that funding
was necessarily committed, it facilitated long-term planning. The aim will be to target a
detailed, costed Asset Management Plan up to the mid-2020s, and when funding
requirements exceed that provided through tolling, to follow the process set out in the SIF
Assurance Framework. Additionally, this will involve sourcing funding to undertake feasibility
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studies by way of developing the necessary business case, which is a revenue expense.
Whilst the inherent value of the tunnels as Combined Authority assets will itself add to the
business case, it must still be aligned to the Authority’s wider objectives and strategic
themes, such as improved connectivity and air quality, to ensure the strongest fit.
6.12

The Strategy advocates striking a balance with respect to maintenance investment. In
ensuring regular general maintenance is routinely undertaken, this will minimise the
likelihood of unplanned essential maintenance, but it will be necessary to ensure funds are
reserved for such circumstances. An Invest to Save principle should therefore be adopted,
such that maintenance of these vital assets is not compromised, whilst ensuring that
unplanned closures are minimised. To achieve this, external influences and impacts should
be identified, accompanied by a fundamental review of operating costs, to ensure that the
tunnels can continue to be central to the economic growth of the City Region. It should also
be noted that a large number of the tunnels’ buildings, including the ventilation shafts, are
Grade II listed, which attracts additional costs both in terms of maintenance and
refurbishment.

Commercial Considerations
6.13

The commercial aspects of the Mersey Tunnels, and their supporting infrastructure, have
perhaps not been exploited as much as they might. In recent years, commerciality across the
public sector has increased exponentially, primarily due to increasing fiscal pressures, with
local authorities exploring new ways of maximising income, in order to protect valuable
frontline services and ensure positive outcomes for local communities.

6.14

The iconic Mersey Tunnels are a unique and valuable asset in this regard, and have been the
location for filming a number of Hollywood blockbusters, major TV series, and TV adverts.
Charging for filming in and around the tunnels should be fully exploited as a means of
augmenting the grant paid by the Combined Authority for their maintenance and operation.
In exploring this aspect of the Strategy, it will be necessary to weigh up the options available,
such as a published schedule of rates, or charging on a case by case basis, depending on the
size and scale of filming.

6.15

Utility companies run services through the tunnels; at present gas and electricity services are
routed through the tunnels to connect Wirral and Liverpool. Historically, the arrangement
was to not charge another public body (typically Central Electricity Generating Board, British
Telecom etc.) for use of the tunnels but since many of these bodies have been privatised,
commercial charges are sought when possible for wayleaves and licences to fully exploit the
potential for financial returns financial resources as we take a more commercial approach. In
exploring this and other commercial opportunities, all potential revenue schemes (e.g.
mobile telecom and commercial radio operators, and indeed all advertising opportunities
across the estate,), will be fully exploited to maximise the financial resources available.
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The Impact of Automation
7.1

Road based transportation is at the cusp of significant and rapid technological change,
fundamentally impacting the relationship between driver, vehicle and network operator. The
ways in which the Mersey Tunnels are operated and maintained may also change with
automation and robotics both necessitating and contributing to providing a safer
environment for users and tunnels staff alike.

7.2

Set out below are a number areas, which whilst not necessarily exhaustive, are considered
likely to be of particular relevance over the next 30 years. In considering their impact, it will
be necessary to fully consider what such changes may mean for the safe operation of the
tunnels, and how they may influence established ways of working and future planning.

Automation (of driving functions)

•Ongoing changes in the underlying capabilities of vehicle operation mean that functions such as
automatic lane follow, adaptive cruise control and autonomous electric braking will change the
traditional relationship between driver, vehicle manufacturer and operator. Vehicles will
increasingly be under some form of automation which ultimately could result in fully
autonomous vehicles on our networks in both individual and shared usage.
Connectivity (of vehicles and infrastructure)

•The connectivity of vehicles to roadside infrastructure will allow data to be provided directly to
and from vehicles improving the quality and accuracy of travel information. Connectivity
between vehicles will allow for the sharing of real time, immediate traffic conditions and
incident data to help prevent accidents, and also facilitate vehicle platooning, which could
clearly impact on traffic management in the tunnels.
Robotics (undertaking of operational / maintenance tasks)

•The use of robotics within the transportation realm is currently limited but advances from
other sectors could reduce the need for human intervention in hazardous environments, and
could automate routine operational and maintenance tasks. Such technologies could also aid
the detection and reaction to incidents to improve tunnel safety. Increased automation of the
tunnels plant and equipment will also reduce energy consumption and increase the life
expectancy of the plant, which requires comprehensive maintenance given its age. This is
particularly so with the Queensway ventilation system.
Propulsion (of vehicles)

•The ongoing shift from oil derived fuels to electric, hydrogen and other fuel sources will
inevitably continue. Such changes will deliver air quality improvements at the point of use, but
will require changes to the planning for, and management of, major incidents, along with
improvements to smoke and heat detection. At present, hydrogen fuelled vehicles would not
be able to use the tunnels without a comprehensive risk assessment.
Aggregation (of transportation and other data)

•The collection, analysis and aggregation of data from traditional and (increasingly) crowd
sourced channels will provide an enhanced understanding of real time and predictive network
usage. Ultimately, the use of such data will allow for the maximisation of asset capability,
particularly in a connected environment, but will inevtiably bring more challenges with respect
to cyber security.
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Environment
Ambient Air Quality, Pollution and Climate Change
8.1

Air Pollution is one of the main threats to general health, and has the potential to cause the
substantial and avoidable burden of death and diseases to the people living and working in
the Liverpool City Region. The air quality inside and outside the Mersey Tunnels must meet a
set of standard concentration limitations for the primary air pollutantsxi, as set out in
Highways England’s Design Manual for Roads and Bridges. Mersey Tunnels pollution
monitoring threshold levels are set above these standard requirements. Our pollution
detectors constantly monitor vehicle emissions and trigger necessary forced ventilation
control to maintain air quality standards above the levels being experienced in the streets of
an urban city centre.

8.2

The Climate Change Act (2008) set a long-term legally binding framework for greenhouse gas
reduction in the UK. The Act requires the UK Government to reduce carbon dioxide and
other greenhouse gas emissions, and to reducing greenhouse gas emissions by at least 80%
of 1990 levels by 2050. Indeed a wider legal landscape also exists, spanning the UK, the EU
and globally, to address climate change. In 2017, carbon dioxide emissions from the
transport sector accounted for 34 per cent of all carbon dioxide emissionsxii and remains
similar to 1990 levels. Road transport is the most significant source, in particular passenger
cars, and is therefore a clear major contributor to climate change.

8.3

The Liverpool City Region Air Quality Action Plan will set out how the City Region will
achieve, and preferably, exceed EU directives in respect of atmospheric air quality to
improve health and quality of life, with the overall aim being to decouple worsening
atmospheric emissions from economic growth and rising prosperity. This will support the
creation of a zero carbon City Region by 2040. The impact of potential climate change needs
to be assessed to ascertain whether resilience measures to prevent operational difficulties
for the Mersey Tunnels will need to be put into place, and by when. At present, the tunnels
support air quality objectives by deploying low energy equipment (such as the LED lighting
solution in the recent Kingsway rewire) and innovative ways of reducing the tunnels’
environmental impact are continuously being sought.

Emission Management
8.4

xi
xii

Emission levels have fallen in general over the last two decades, as engine standards have
improved, but will inevitably start to increase with the growth in traffic. It is expected that
NOx levels – Nitrogen Oxides produced during the combustion of fuels and the worst
contributor to poor air quality - will continue to decrease up to 2030, with the anticipated
increase in the use of electric and dual powered vehicles. Further work will be required to
determine whether the current ventilation capability is sufficient in the future, and in the
case of the open exhaust chambers in Queensway Tunnel, whether more efficient fans
within a sealed system would be a more appropriate way to manage emissions and contain
particles for safe removal.

Nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter (PM10, PM2.5) and carbon monoxide (CO)
BEIS - 2017 UK Greenhouse Gas Emissions (Provisional Figures)
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8.5

Emissions of pollutants from within the Mersey Tunnels impact on the air quality in the
surrounding area and the various ventilation stacks. In time, it is envisaged that the Mersey
Tunnels will use new technology to control and reduce fan usage, via environmental
monitors, saving energy consumption and extending the life of the ventilation plant and
equipment. At present, a close loop control system is in operation in Queensway, which is
linked to environmental monitors, measuring equipment, and the SCADA system. This
ensures that the ventilation system is automatically controlled to ventilate the tunnel,
subject to demand.

8.6

Whilst the tunnels are managing emissions, and not directly creating them (for example
through a manufacturing process), the impact of heavy traffic build-up such as at Old
Haymarket during busy periods, does indirectly cause pollution, as do the “holding lanes” on
the Wirral. This is in addition to the acceleration required to maintain speed on the steep
inclines, causing excess deposition especially with high emission vehicles. As such, work will
continue to improve traffic flow within the city centre and the surrounding areas of the
tunnel infrastructure on both sides of the river, to mitigate this pollution.

8.7

Finally, a study undertaken in 2013xiii on air quality indicated “that the contribution of
emissions from the Mersey Tunnels’ ventilation shafts, to ambient pollution levels, was low at
all locations considered representative of relevant exposure.…. This indicated that the
contribution of emissions from the Mersey Tunnels ventilation shafts to ambient pollutant
concentrations was not likely to be significant at any receptor location”. Whilst this is clearly
very positive, continued work with local businesses, residents and communities on
measuring air quality in these areas will be required.

Flood Risk
8.8

The potential dangers of flooding along the Liverpool waterfront in the event of extreme
weather conditions occurring at the same time as the spring high tides and winds are
highlighted by the Environment Agency’s flood map of Liverpool waterfront, Map 3 below.
Both Liverpool Pier Head and the Queensway escape tunnel which exits at Morpeth Dock are
in Flood zone 3, which has a high flood probability factor with land assessed as having a 1 in
100 or greater annual probability of river flooding and a 1 in 200 chance of deluge from the
sea.

xiii

Dispersion Modelling of Emissions from the Mersey Tunnels – Resource and Environmental Consultants Ltd
(June 2013)
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Map 3: flood map of Liverpool waterfront

(source: Environment Agency)

8.10

A detailed study is recommended in order to establish the degree of risk posed from
inundation resulting from a tidal surge of the River Mersey during extreme weather
conditions. Georges Dock building on the Pier Head and all the ventilation stations, by
having direct access to the tunnel below, will be especially vulnerable. Such a study should
address the potential for inflow down shafts, access staircases and doors that would act as a
conduit for such a deluge, and calculate the likely volumes of saline river water that could
settle in the tunnel inverts below. Water ingress at the tunnel portals especially New Quay
exit (whose exit level is now critical in respect to its clearance above exceptional high tides
that occurred in 2016), will also be assessed.

8.11

Fundamentally, it is clearly of critical importance to continue to monitor for signs of water
ingress into the loop heading in Queensway, and to consider its control and management,
along with assessing the potential impacts from infilling of the surrounding docks/basins on
the tunnel approach roads, particularly as the Wirral and Liverpool Waters developments
progress.
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Strategy Delivery
9.1

A number of actions have been identified as central to the delivery of this Strategy. These
are outlined below, accompanied by a number of risks and blockages to delivery, which will
need to be considered as the detail for each action is determined. Appendix 3 sets out a
timeline for the delivery of the actions

Action

Risks and Blockages

Tunnels Asset Management Plan
1. Annual update of Asset Register
2. Maintain and update Asset
Management Plan annually












Operation of the tunnels
1. Review of closed exit (Rendel
Street)
2. Consider options for new exit(s)
3. Remodelling of OHM
4. Remodelling of Kings Square






Key Route Networks
1. Kingsway Tunnel Connectivity
project
2. assessment of tunnel capacity,
including the surrounding network, as part of the KRN






Plan for baseline condition not in place
Fail to identify significant pressures on the tunnels led by
population growth, tunnels user’s expectations, toll
policies, legislation, political pressure etc.
Future operation and maintenance of the tunnels assets
are not managed effectively
CapEx delivery plan is not developed
Short term needs only are developed
Review of the increasing cost of renewing and maintaining
the assets converge, with the review of the remaining
useful lifespan of each tunnel not undertaken.
Major principal inspections not undertaken to all
structural elements
Migration of essential services from road deck to invert
not undertaken
Failure of carriageway requires extensive investment
Tunnels Asset Register is not updated annually
Changes in traffic demand, user expectations, legislation
changes
Planning not in place to preserve level of service, funding
streams reduced, disruption for tunnel users
Close monitoring of demand and customer feedback not
undertaken, poor communications to users
Demolition of Borough Rd Flyover as part of
redevelopment of Birkenhead Town Centre

The Combined Authority does not invest in the KRN.
Invest for Growth initiative is abandoned
KRN investment on approach roads to tunnels, outside of
the tunnels footprint is not forthcoming and effects the
connectivity of the tunnels
The capacity of the two tunnels is constrained by the
capability of the connecting KRN network
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Tunnel Tolls
1. Assess practicality of One Way
Tolling (to include retention of
barrier)
2. Introduction of ANPR (for prepay and vehicle classification)
3. Removal of cash collection
4. Transactional Integration with
other modes of transport



Mersey Crossings Impacts
1. Assess impact of Mersey Gateway when SJB reopens
2. Impact of new rolling stock











Relocation of Asset Management
Offices and Internal Staff
workshops.
1. Reconfiguring current plaza layout, including rerouting vehicles
2. Consideration of longer term
solution, e.g. relocation of
workshops and garages
Tunnels Ventilation plant fire
response strategy
1. Installation of 24 No. new jet
fans in Queensway to
strengthen and improve the
ventilation system response in
the event of a fire
2. Improve smoke and heat detection in both tunnels
3. Assessment of the requirement
for Installation of sprinkler systems
Tunnels Dewatering Strategy
1. Ongoing planned preventative
maintenance regimes
2. Address water ingress in Loop
heading











Current toll equipment has a limited life expectancy of 5
years - investment decisions need to be made before
2021/22
The Mersey Tunnels Act may need to be changed to
accommodate a new tolling regime
Payment collection method needs to be reviewed. Is Fast
Tag suitable going forward?
Reduction in traffic levels (e.g. through flexible working
practices and fewer young people driving) impacting on
available revenues
The Mersey Gateway Bridge is now fully operational and
the impact on tunnel commuter numbers is insignificant.
The new Merseyrail rolling stock is expected to increase its
passenger numbers once it is operational due to increased
carrying capacity and reduced journey times - some tunnel
commuters may decide to use the train as opposed to
driving
The Silver Jubilee Bridge is due to reopen in 2019 and is
primarily for local traffic, bus, pedestrians and cycling. It
will be a tolled crossing
Spare land adjacent to Wallasey toll plaza has
contaminated spoil scattered across the site - site
remediation costs may make relocation too expensive
Current site and access road is too small for current
requirements

Current ventilation plant was installed to cope with
traditionally fuelled vehicles (petrol and diesel)
There is a need to reflect on the impact of emerging
technologies, such as an electric or hydrogen fuelled
vehicle causing a fire, on the ventilation strategy

Environmental laws on discharging into the River Mersey
are constrictive
Quantity of water pumped out of the tunnels needs to be
monitored to see if any increase in water penetration into
the tunnel structure
Loop heading water ingress needs to have a long term
strategy in place to stop water ingress
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Tunnels Bye law enforcement
1. Review/update Byelaws
2. Review future traffic enforcement – potential use of civilian
highway patrol (similar to Highways England patrol officers)
Network Information Systems
1. Ongoing assessment of CCTV in
terms of impact on security
protocols
2. Wider review of customer requirements e.g. wifi connectivity and satnav
3. Review of SOS phones
4. Deployment of BIM or similar
5. Improved cyber security



Works affecting the tunnels
availability
1. Review of planned tunnel closures
2. A review of sanctions for Works
over running
Capital Investments
1. Detailed, costed asset management plan up to 2020s
2. Funds always available for major unforeseen circumstances
3. Fundamental review of operating costs



A review of sanctions for Works over running which have
an impact on the tunnels availability and thus the wider
impact on the local economy needs to be undertaken



Funding from tolling is insufficient to cover managing,
operating and maintaining the tunnels; and debt
repayment
Additional funding from SIF is not approved impacting on
the Asset Management Plan
Long term planning for future Capital schemes not in place
Business case training not undertaken
Life expectancy of the tunnels reduced

Impact of Automation
1. Consider what such changes
may mean for the safe operation of the tunnels, and how
they may influence established
ways of working and future
planning





















Maintenance Investments
1. Routine Bridge Inspection (General & Principal)
2. All structural elements inspected to BD53
3. Consideration of a new tunnel







Byelaws become outdated and do not reflect current
operating practices
Use of Mersey Tunnels Police provides users with
reassurance that tunnels are safe, law enforced and
infringements are prosecuted
Lane control systems failure occurs
Asset Management record keeping is archaic and needs
investment
No single repository established for internal staff to access
records, drawings etc.
Systems are not future proofed and connectivity is
negatively impacted
Fibre optic cables for improving city region digital
connectivity are not installed in the tunnel inverts

Impact of the new technology and its Capital investment
required
An understanding of the new infrastructure funding
required for future vehicles with auto lane follow,
adaptive cruise control, autonomous braking, roadside
traffic data transfer etc.
Investment for real time closed loop control for tunnel
infrastructure plant needs to be planned
The ongoing shift to electric and hydrogen vehicles must
result in improvements in air quality
Maintenance investments not balanced leaving no funding
for major unforeseen events
Maintenance funding spent in uncontrolled manner
A major impact on maintenance funding is the upkeep of
listed buildings across the Mersey Tunnels estate. As
these assets age their upkeep costs will also increase
Invest to Save principle not actioned leading to
degradation of the assets
PESTEL analysis not undertaken
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Commercial Considerations
1. All potential revenue schemes
to be fully exploited



Air quality, pollution and Climate
Change
1. maintaining or bettering standard concentration limitations
for primary air pollutants
2. Ongoing reduction of environmental impact (such as intro of
LED lighting)
3. Review of fans – consideration
of sealed system of containing
particles and reduction of usage
4. Assessment of flood risk



Fleet Maintenance and compliance
1. Wider review of CA’s approach
to fleet management including
procurement and maintenance
2. Consider outsourcing either in
whole or part














Commercial exploitation of assets missed (Films, TV
Shows, and Utilities Wayleaves etc.)
Income stream to augment CA maintenance funding not
realised
Reduction in Carbon Dioxide emissions do not conform to
the requirements of the Climate Change Act 2008
The LCRCA Air Quality Action Plan is not implemented
Opportunity to upgrade infrastructure equipment to low
energy equipment (e.g. LED lighting)
Review of effectiveness of current ventilation plant not
implemented
Improvements to Old Haymarket exit not implemented
leading to standing traffic in Queensway and thus
polluting the local atmosphere
Flood risks to New Quay exit, GDB and Morpeth Dock not
actioned leading to loss of essential services
Fleet is not maintained
Non-compliance with statutory regulations
Health and safety of vehicle users
Risk of ‘O’ licence being rescinded by Traffic Commissioner
resulting in inability to operate fleet vehicles

9.2

It is important to ensure that the Combined Authority invests wisely to secure maximum
value for money. An evidence based approach to monitoring and evaluation is therefore
central to decision making about where best to target public spending, demonstrating the
value for money and benefits which are generated by investment in the Mersey Tunnels, to
effectively deliver on the aims and objectives set out in this Strategy.

9.3

Ongoing usage of both tunnels, including payment method; journey times; traffic flow; and
air quality (within the tunnels and in the immediate vicinity) will continue, and appropriate
measures will be set as part of the Combined Authority’s Corporate Performance regime.

9.4

This analysis will be supported by the collection of qualitative evidence, through the
established Mersey Tunnels Customer Satisfaction tracker survey. First undertaken in 1993,
this regular survey provides an invaluable insight into tunnel usage and perceptions. The
qualitative information gathered will support numerical evaluation by verifying the trends
identified, filling any gaps where quantitative data is not applicable and providing context
where quantitative data does not give sufficient information on its own.
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Glossary
Liverpool2

A £400 million in-river container terminal, which will allow postPanamax vessels of up to 13,500 TEU to call at the Port of Liverpool

Mersey Waters

Enterprise Zones are part of the Government’s wider Industrial Strategy
to support businesses and enable local economic growth. Mersey
Waters Enterprise Zone (spanning both Liverpool Waters and Wirral
Waters) was amongst the first Zones launched in 2012.

Gorelink

The road linking the Wallasey Toll Plaza with the M53

Liverpool City Region
Transport Model

A multi-modal transport model comprising three modules - a link based
highway model; a public transport model; and a demand model. It
directly and indirectly tests a wide-range of policy interventions, being
responsive to both network and land use changes.

Fast Tag

An example of Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC) - a set of
technologies, protocols and standards designed for use in automotive
applications, most commonly for vehicle identification in electronic toll
collection systems, via a transponder carried by vehicles.

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) is a system of
software and hardware elements used to control industrial processes
locally and remotely, and directly interact with devices such as valves,
pumps, and motors, in order to maintain efficiency

BD53

This Highways England Standard describes the procedures to be carried
out for the inspection and recording of the reported condition of road
tunnels located within Motorways and other Trunk Roads.

CMMS

Computerized Maintenance Management Systems (CMMS) is a
software package that maintains a computer database of information
about maintenance operations. This information is intended to help
maintenance staff be more effective, and to help management make
informed decisions
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APPENDIX 1 – Full Extent of Mersey Tunnels Estate
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APPENDIX 2 – Indicative Medium to Long Term Capital Investment 2019 - 2029
Scheme

2019/20

2020/21

New Scada System (Refuges and interfaces)

£250,000

£200,000

CCTV Works

£350,000

£500,000

2021/22

2022/23

2023/24

£1,500,000

£1,500,000

2024/25

2025/26

2026/27

2027/28

£250,000
£50,000

£200,000

Rewire Kingsway Tunnel
Tunnels Long Term Strategy
Wallasey Vehicle Compound

£50,000

£500,000
£750,000

Water Mist Feasibility

£250,000

£500,000

£200,000

£500,000

£100,000

£250,000

£1,150,000
£250,000
£500,000

£100,000
£1,000,000
£750,000

250,000
£3,000,000

£2,000,000

£300,000

£300,000

£3,000,000

£8,000,000
£250,000
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£500,000

£1,000,000

£1,500,000

£500,000

£1,000,000
£2,750,000
£70,000

£750,000

£2,000,000

500,000
£1,000,000

£2,000,000

£3,500,000

£2,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000

£250,000

£5,750,000
£70,000

£25,000

£25,000

Renew Traffic management/Lane Control
Systems

£100,000

£100,000
£750,000

£500,000

£500,000

£200,000
292,000

£500,000
£500,000

£500,000

£500,000

Remodel Queensway Toll Plaza
£125,000

£250,000

£500,000

£2,500,000
£1,200,000
£3,792,000

£3,000,000
£250,000

75,000

£250,000

£500,000
£3,000,000

£500,000

250,000

£500,000

£2,000,000
£500,000

Kingsway – Highway Resurfacing
Queensway Tunnel - renew fixed fire fighting
systems
Replace Sump Pump Drainage pipework
System Queensway Tunnel

£200,000

300,000

Kingsway Renew waterprooof membrane
above tunnel roof
New Toll Collection System Kingsway and
Queensway

Kingsway Retaining Walls & Overbridges

£100,000

£200,000

£500,000

Renew Kingsway Tunnel Wall Cladding

Rewire Queensway Tunnel (Interventions)

£100,000

£100,000

Kingsway Renew Jet fans

Queensway Jet Fan installation
KW Vent Fan Refurbishment programme

£50,000

£1,800,000

Queensway Loop Heading Water Ingress

Liverpool Waters Kingsway Asset Protection

£100,000

£500,000

Taylor Street Roof repairs

Renew Radio Network (managed service)

£100,000

£100,000
£100,000

Renew Kingsway drains pipework

Remodel Kingsway Toll Plaza (Demolition of
Elevated control room)
Replace Sump Pump Drainage pipework
System Kingsway Tunnel & new service shaft

£4,300,000

£165,000

Queensway Tunnel Cladding

Kingsway Refurbishment of Tunnel Entrances
(Concrete repairs & painting walls roof and
sun visors)

£800,000

£200,000

£100,000
£300,000

Totals

£100,000

£165,000

Telman ESN Upgrade
Queensway Carriageway Soffit Repairs

2028/29

£250,000

£500,000

£1,000,000

£7,500,000
£500,000

£1,375,000

£3,000,000

£3,575,000
£1,250,000

£1,000,000

£1,000,000

£2,000,000
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Queensway/Birkenhead Flyover Maintenance
Works
Resurface M53 Approach Bidston Moss Flyover
Asset Management Office Refurbishment
KW Vent station interior refurbishment programme
QW Woodside HV switch renewals
QW Transformer Renewals
Lift Renewals

£150,000

£250,000

£100,000

£1,200,000
£150,000
£100,000

£250,000

£250,000
£500,000

£750,000

£250,000

£250,000

£250,000

£1,750,000

£75,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£900,000

£100,000

£100,000

£150,000

£150,000

£150,000

£150,000

£150,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£1,250,000

£100,000

£150,000

£250,000

£250,000

£350,000

£1,100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£100,000

£545,000

£75,000

£100,000

£100,000

£150,000

£600,000

£600,000

£550,000

£500,000

£150,000

£250,000
£1,200,000

£500,000
£500,000

£500,000

£250,000

£500,000

£350,000

£3,000,000

£400,000
£250,000
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Renwal of Dewatering pumps
GDB Transformer room Fire suppression

£500,000

£500,000

£5,000,000

£500,000

£1,250,000
£400,000

£8,327,000

£100,000.00
£8,150,000

£100,000.00
£9,550,000

£5,900,000
£15,000

£15,000

Wallasey Depot Workshops machinery

£2,650,000
£4,000,000

£250,000

Automated Vehicles Infrastructure

Totals

£250,000

£75,000

Queensway Highway Surfacing Works
New Quay and Sidney Street Shaft Repairs

£1,640,000

£50,000

£70,000

Kingsway Transformers and HV switch renewal
ICT Network renewals

£850,000

£500,000

£500,000

UPS Renewals
Queensway Portals Cross Drains Repair

£250,000

£240,000

£500,000

Police Vehicles (TBC)

£250,000

£240,000

Bridge Infrastructure Works

£1,950,000
£150,000

£250,000

Inspections and Assessments

£750,000
£750,000

£640,000

Vehicle Replacement Programme

£250,000

£200,000
£9,100,000

£9,615,000

£8,650,000

£8,000,000

£8,900,000

£7,350,000

£7,050,000

£84,692,000
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APPENDIX 3 – Delivery Plan (Timeline)

Actions
Tunnels Asset
Management
Plan



Operation of
the tunnels



Key Route
Networks







Short Term
<5 years
Annual updating of Asset Register
Maintain and update
Asset Management
Plan annually
Remodelling Old Hay- 
market

Kingsway Tunnel Connectivity project
Assessment of tunnel
capacity, as part of the
KRN
Assess practicality of

One Way Tolling (to include retention of barrier)


Tunnel Tolls



Mersey
Crossings
Impacts



Assess impact of Mer- 
sey Gateway when SJB
reopens

Relocation of
Offices and
Internal Staff
workshops



Reconfiguring current
plaza layout, including
rerouting vehicles



Tunnels
Ventilation
plant fire
response
strategy



Installation of 24 No.
Jet fans in Queensway
to strengthen and improve the ventilation
system response in
the event of a fire



Tunnels
Dewatering
Strategy



Ongoing planned pre- 
ventative maintenance
regimes

Tunnels
Bye law
enforcement



Review/update
Byelaws





Medium Term
5 – 15 years

Long Term
>15 years

Review of closed exit
Consider options for
new exit(s)

Introduction of ANPR
(for prepay and vehicle classification)
Alternative payment
mechanisms in place
Impact of new rolling
stock



Transactional Integration with other modes
of transport

Consideration of
longer term solution,
e.g. relocation of
workshops and garages
Improve smoke and
heat detection in both
tunnels
Assessment of the requirement for Installation of sprinkler systems
Address water ingress
in Loop heading

Review future traffic
enforcement
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Network
Information
Systems






Works affecting
the tunnels
availability



Capital
Investments







Impact of
Automation



Maintenance
Investments




Commercial
Considerations



Air quality,
pollution and





Fleet
Maintenance



Ongoing assessment
of CCTV in terms of
impact on security
protocols
Wider review of customer requirements
e.g. wifi connectivity
and satnav
Deployment of BIM or
similar
Review of planned
tunnel closures
A review of sanctions
for Works over running
Detailed, costs asset

management plan up
to 2020s

Funds always available
for major unforeseen
circumstances


Wider review of CA’s

approach to fleet
management including
procurement and
maintenance,

Improved cyber security



Consideration of a
new tunnel

Fundamental review
of operating costs
Carriageway/highway
maintenance and renewals
How automation influences established
ways of working and
future planning

Routine Bridge Inspection (General & Principal)
All structural elements
inspected to BD53
All potential revenue
schemes to be fully exploited
maintaining or better- 
ing standard concen
tration limitations for
primary air pollutants
Ongoing reduction of
environmental impact




Climate Change
Review of fans – consideration of sealed
system of containing
particles and reduction of usage
Assessment of flood
risk
Consider outsourcing
either in whole or
part.
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Agenda Item 7
LIVERPOOL CITY REGION COMBINED AUTHORITY
To:

The Chair and Members of the Transport Committee

Meeting:

10 October 2019

Authority/Authorities Affected:

All Districts

EXEMPT/CONFIDENTIAL ITEM: No

REPORT OF MERSEYTRAVEL
MULTI-OPERATOR TICKETING SCHEME –
PRODUCT AND PRICING UPDATE & PROPOSALS

1.

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to approve ticketing recommendations relating to
specific scheme arrangements, product and price changes for all Merseytravel Multi
Operator and Multi Modal pre-paid tickets.

2.

RECOMMENDATIONS
It is requested that the Transport Committee approve the following:
(a)

annual price recommendations for the Merseytravel Multi-Operator Ticketing
Scheme products, to be fully implemented by the 3 January 2020 (or August
2020 for Term time tickets) for Trio, Solo, Railpass, My Ticket and Saveaway
tickets as outlined in Appendix 1 of this report;

3.

BACKGROUND

3.1

The Merseytravel Multi-Operator Ticketing Scheme is a ticketing scheme owned by
the Combined Authority, and administered by Merseytravel as the executive body
responsible for delivering public transport services on the Authority’s behalf. It is
structured as a voluntary partnership under powers granted by the Transport Act
2000. Commercial transport operators are invited to participate in the scheme
which provides affordable multi-operator or multi-modal transport tickets to people
wishing to use more than one operator or transport mode on the public transport
network in Merseyside.

3.2

The Multi-Operator Ticketing Scheme encourages sustainable patronage to
promote real passenger growth. The scheme ensures that there is a legal local
ticketing offer that can be used on more than one operator (multi operator) and
more than one mode (multi modal) in the interest of providing customers with
affordable transport tickets. As a result, price increases are no greater than the
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average RPI annual percent change (based on July 2019), are generally applied
each year to the Merseytravel Ticketing Scheme suite of multi-operator tickets.
3.3

Appendix 1 outlines the full product and pricing proposals for 2020 (and the
variances from existing prices) which relate to the current Multi-Operator Ticketing
Scheme. In summary, all proposed increases are on average within the RPI
increase (July 2019) of 2.8%, subject to rounding rules, apart from My Ticket in
which it is proposed to freeze that price.

3.4

In making this change, Merseytravel has undertaken significant consultation with
operators to seek agreement on the proposed fare changes. In most cases the
proposals meet with participating operator expectations. By keeping the proposed
increase no greater than RPI guidelines (July 2019) for existing Multi-Operator
Scheme tickets, an overall reduction in patronage is not anticipated.

4.

RESOURCE IMPLICATIONS

4.1

Financial

4.2

(a)

In making this change, Merseytravel is of the opinion that commercial bus
and rail operators will not be disadvantaged by reductions in passenger
revenue or demand. Merseytravel is also of the view that the price change
remains affordable and will not discourage travel on the local transport
network – creating a sustainable and affordable approach to price setting.

(b)

Merseytravel has budgeted to absorb the usual administrative costs
associated with fare change for the existing Multi-Operator Ticket Scheme.
Therefore, there are no additional financial risks associated with making the
price changes.

(c)

Any costs associated with updating Merseytravel ticket prices will be funded
by the participating transport operators for their own services. Managed
Services contracts are absorbing costs associated with applying electronic
annual price increases.

Human Resources
There are no HR implications associated with this report.

4.3

Physical Assets
There are no Asset related implications associated with this report.

4.4

Information Technology
Prices will need to be updated by participating bus operators on their electronic
ticket machines (ETMs) for all services across the Liverpool City Region, as well as
on the Paypoint EPOS terminals. If approval is given on 10 October 2019,
operators will have time to update the prices on their retail systems in readiness for
the price change date at their own cost.
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Rail only prices will also need to be updated into national rail fares systems as well
as local systems. If approval is given on October 2019 operators will have time to
update their retail systems in readiness for the price change date at their own cost.

5.

RISKS AND MITIGATION

5.1

There is a risk that operators will withdraw from the pre-paid scheme. However,
Merseytravel and commercial operators are of the opinion that they will be no worse
off as a direct result of these changes. Consultation has taken place with
participating operators to ensure views are considered to help shape the final
proposals.

5.2

There is a risk that the fares will not be updated in the fares systems in time for the
change. This has been mitigated by sharing details of the fare amendments ahead
of the proposed change date, to allow all participating suppliers/operators time to
make the alterations in their respective systems.

6.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY IMPLICATIONS
An Equality Impact Assessment has been completed with these recommendations
Whilst any price increase will create negative financial impacts across all groups,
the fact that the increase is within the designated RPI levels restricts this impact
and ensures the Merseytravel pre-paid tickets are an affordable means of ticket for
multi- operator and multi- modal travel.

7.

COMMUNICATION ISSUES

7.1

A coordinated engagement, communications and marketing programme is planned
to support the fare changes. This will include participating operators publishing
price changes and communicating directly with customer, where appropriate.

7.2

Full consultation has taken place with bus and rail operators regarding these
proposed changes.

7.3

Merseytravel will continue to work with operators on how we communicate the
ticketing offer to customers.

8.

CONCLUSION

8.1

As the majority of tickets are sold in the adult market, the overall average price
increase for 2020, for all ticket types in the Merseytravel Ticketing Scheme, is within
RPI (2.8%) for rail, bus and multi-operator tickets.
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8.2

For many young people, the cost of public transport is frequently at the top of their
list of concerns. They rely upon public transport, and the bus in particular, not only
to get to education and employment, but also for leisure and social opportunities.
The price change proposed will ensure the cost remains affordable to young people
travelling on the Liverpool City Region transport network and secures the longer
term future of the product.

FRANK ROGERS
Director General, Merseytravel

Contact Officer(s):
Gary Evans, Head of Customer Delivery, Merseytravel, 0151 330 4502
Liz Storey, Corporate Communications Manager, Merseytravel, 0151 330 1430
Appendices:
Appendix 1 - Product and Fare 2020 Proposal
Background Documents:
None
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Multi - Operator Ticket Prices
Fare Proposals:
Term-Time & School Year tickets prices to increase from August 2020. All other remaining ticket duration types to increase by the 3rd January 2020.
2019

TRIO

1 Zone

2020

Weekly
Monthly
Term Time
Annual Peak
School Year (LEA)

£
£
£
£
£

19.20
68.00
139.00
681.00
419.00

£
£
£
£
£

Weekly
Term Time
School Year (LEA)

£
£
£

9.60 £
91.00 £
272.00 £

2 Zone/1 Area

19.70
69.90
142.90
700.00
430.70

£
£
£
£
£

9.85 £
93.50 £
279.60 £

2020
Adult

3 Zones

24.00 £
24.60
85.30 £
87.70
176.00 £
180.90
853.00 £
876.90
530.00 £
544.80
Young Person
12.00 £
12.30
114.70 £
117.90
344.80 £
354.40

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

30.80
106.20
219.80
1,062.00
653.00

4 Zones/
Countrywide

2020
£
£
£
£
£

15.40 £
142.90 £
424.60 £

31.60
109.10
225.90
1,091.70
671.20

£
£
£
£
£

15.80 £
146.90 £
436.50 £

40.00
138.40
287.00
1,383.00
853.00

2020
£
£
£
£
£

41.10
142.20
295.00
1,421.70
876.80

20.00 £
186.40 £
554.70 £

20.55
191.60
570.20

2019

RAILPASS

1 Zone
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Weekly
Monthly
Term Time
Annual Peak

£
£
£
£

Weekly
Monthly
Term Time

£
£
£

2020

16.70
57.80
118.60
578.00

Weekly
Monthly (B2B tickets Only)
4 Weekly
Term Time
Annual Peak
Weekly
4-Weekly (New)
Term TIme
School Year (LEA)

17.10
59.40
121.90
594.10

8.35 £
28.90 £
77.10 £
4 Zones/
Countywide
Adult
19.20
67.00
64.70
132.00
668.00
Young Person
9.60
32.35
85.80
258.00

SOLO

£
£
£
£

2 Zone/1 Area
£
£
£
£

8.55 £
29.70 £
79.20 £

2020
Adult

3 Zones

20.70 £
21.20
72.30 £
74.30
150.60 £
154.80
723.00 £
743.20
Young Person
10.35 £
10.60
36.15 £
37.15
97.90 £
100.60

2020
£
£
£
£
£

19.70
68.80
66.50
135.70
686.70

£
£
£
£

9.85
33.25
88.20
265.20
2019

SAVEAWAY
Adult
Young Person

2 Zone/1 Area
£
4.10 £
£
2.40 £
2019
4 Zone /
Merseyside

SOLO DAY
Adult (Day)
Adult (Day)
Adult (Day)

Day

RPI Applied July 2019 - 2.8%

2020
4.20 £
2.40 £

2020

4.80 £
13.50 £
21.00 £

MY TICKET

2019
£

4 Zone/
Merseyside

4.90
13.80
21.50
2020

2.20

£2.20

5.40 £
2.80 £

2020
5.55
2.85

4 Zones/
Countwide

2020

£
£
£
£

26.20
90.20
185.70
902.00

£
£
£
£

£
£
£

13.10 £
45.10 £
120.70 £

26.90
92.70
190.90
927.20

£
£
£
£

13.45 £
46.35 £
124.00 £

33.50
116.90
243.50
1,169.00

2020
£
£
£
£

34.40
120.10
250.30
1,201.70

16.75 £
58.45 £
158.30 £

17.20
60.05
162.70
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